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Abstract
In recent years the importance of the organic light emitting diode (OLED) has grown immensely, and
the past two decades have seen ongoing and exhaustive research in organic routes to solid state lighting,
wherein electricity is directly converted into emitted light through an excited state relaxation mechanism.
The benefits of incorporating polymeric and small molecule materials into solid state lighting devices include
high efficiences, low production costs, amenability to large-scale production and devices, reduced environ-
mental impact and low energy consumption. Herein are presented novel routes to materials engineering and
preparation, device fabrication and emission tailoring through the abilility to form a variety of polymeric and
small molecule materials into aqueously dispersed semiconductive electroluminescent (EL) colloids. Com-
partmentalization of the emissive and semiconductive species into colloidal particles affords the ability to
systematically control energy transfer processes that occur in light emitting devices. Energy transfer can
occur through a Coulombic (Förster) or an electronic (Dexter) process, each needing several conditions to
be met for the transfer to occur, however common to both are spectral and proximal characteristics. In this
work, energy transfer will be simultaneously exploited and inhibited through the creation of EL colloidal
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As the information age matures, society is becoming increasingly dependent on electronic devices to aid
in the communication of information. In 2001, in a joint venture with the United States Department of
Energy, the United States Congress passed a bill introducing the “White Light Initiative”, calling on the
research community to pursue solid state lighting alternatives to conventional incandescent and fluorescent
lighting devices2 in order to address current and future sources of energy consumption. In a report generated
by Navigant Consulting, Inc.,3 roughly 8% of the total energy consumed in the United States (22% of the
electricity generated domestically) is used for the generation of artificial light. Artificial light is found
extensively in society, from homes to places of work, transportation, signage, communications and security.
The inherent problem with this consumption is the inefficient use of the energy produced. A standard
incandescent light bulb converts only 5% of its consumed energy into visible light, and concomitantly, a
typical fluorescent light tube converts about 25% of the consumed energy into light. The reason for this
drastic inefficiency is the primary function of these devices, which is not the production of visible light. In
the case of the incandescent bulb, the device is fabricated such that it can repeatedly heat a metal filament,
often tungsten wire, to a high temperature thus creating a blackbody radiator. In the case of the fluorescent
device, the intended function is to generate a plasma, often from an environmentally detrimental mercury
vapor, which in turn excites phosphor materials in the vacuum tube thus generating the perceived white light.
Accordingly, attention is being focused on solid state lighting, which is the direct conversion of electricity
into visible light. A light emitting diode (LED) is the device that encompasses solid state lighting. Simply
stated, an LED is a semiconductor device forming a p-n junction, wherein p-type and n-type semiconductors
interface forming a diode. P-type and n-type semiconductors are either inherently or doped such that they
are electron deficient or electron rich, respectively. When current is applied to the device, holes (h+) (electron
vacancies) and electrons (e−) can recombine at the p-n junction, emitting a photon of light. The classical
form of these devices is formed from inorganic crystalline materials with a variety of materials used to tune
the emission of the devices. Although light emission was first observed from an organic material in the early
1960s,4 it has been the past two decades that have seen an perpetual interest in developing all-organic light-
emitting devices as alternatives to inorganic based LED systems. The advantages of organic small molecules
and light-emitting polymers not only include potential lower costs of synthesis but most importantly organic
2
light emitting diode (OLED) materials have been shown amenable to large scale-up, high efficiencies and
fabrication of devices using simple and inexpensive techniques.5–7 In 1987, researchers at Kodak developed
the first OLEDs based on small organic molecules; however, these materials needed to be deposited onto
substrates in an expensive vacuum deposition process.8 In the early 1990s, Burroughes, et al., developed the
first polymer based LED device employing a π-conjugated poly(phenylene vinylene) polymer.9,10 Currently,
numerous academic and private industry researchers are working toward highly efficient white light emitting
devices focusing primarily on information display applications11–31 with very few groups showing interest in
specialty applications that call for the emission of specific colors within the visible spectrum.32–36
Light emitting devices are often discussed in terms of internal and external quantum efficiencies. The
simplified definition of the efficiency of a light emitting device/material is the ratio of light emitted from
the system with respect to energy put into the system. Internal quantum efficiency is an absolute term
addressing the efficiency of the emitter itself, defined as the ratio of electrons input into an emitter to the
total number of photons output by the emitter. Internal quantum efficiency is often expressed in terms of
photoluminescence quantum yield (PLQY), wherein an emitter is excited by a higher energy beam of light
with a wavelength corresponding to the energy band gap of the material, promoting a valence electron to an
excited state from which it relaxes emitting a photon. Measurements are typically conducted in an apparatus
such as an integrating shpere with the ability to harvest all emitted photons for analysis.
External quantum efficiency is a device parameter defined as a ratio of electrons input into an electrolu-
minescent device and the observed photons emitted from said device. External quantum efficiency (EQE)
will, at least with state-of-the-art device architectures and material inefficiencies, almost always be a value
less than the internal quantum efficiency. As stated, current device architectures prohibit EQE from reach-
ing unity primarily due to substrate effects. As will be discussed in detail, devices are typically built, or
grown depending on the protocol necessary for specific materials, on some form of transparent substrate,
glass or a polymer (typically poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET)), defining either a rigid or flexible device,
respectively. In either case, given the thickness and refractive indices of the substrate materials, a number
of emitted photons will be lost to the substrate due to waveguiding effects. These waveguiding effects, more
prominent in the glass substrate architecture, trap emitted light within the substrate through internal re-
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flection and the light propagates to the cut edge of the substrate where it finally escapes, uncaptured by the
collection optics of the detection apparatus.
Since the discovery of light emission by direct application of an electric field in solid state materials in
1936,37 the LED has shown promise in solid state lighting with speculated external quantum efficiencies
reaching unity. Although current trends in inorganic based light emitting diode devices are showing highly
efficient devices,38 the amenability to display technology and other large area applications is limited due to
the need for perfectly crystalline materials to enable proper diode function,39 coupled with the property of
a unidirectional emission with a very narrow viewing angle.40
Parallel to polymeric organic emissive devices are devices composed of organic small molecules.41–47 These
devices have demonstrated high EQE and luminous output, however scaling the fabrication techniques for
actual production is far from trivial.48–50 Solution processing of small molecule materials is difficult by
conventional methods, i.e., spin casting, ink jet printing, roll-to-roll printing and dip coating, causing small
molecule devices to be typically grown in a high vacuum environment, layers being deposited sequentially via
resistive evaporation. The extremely thin nature of the layers require the ultraclean high vacuum process,
thus disallowing any sort of conventional high throughput process. The layers involved in the construction
of these devices need to be very thin due to the number of layers necessary in this construction.43 Small
molecule materials typically play a singular role in the function of a device, requiring a minimum of an electron
transporter, a hole transporter and the chromophore.51–53 Often, many other materials are incorporated for
optimization of device function, i.e., to balance charge injection and flow.54 Active layer thickness becomes
an issue as these layers accumulate, affecting bulk resistivity and leading to a more dielectric behavior in a
thick film, or short-circuiting in the case of a film cast too thinly. The foremost benefit to using polymeric
materials in OLED research is the amenability to large scale production of emissive devices. Other factors
include low environmental impact, facile synthesis and processing and controllable physical and thermal
properties.55–68
Electroluminescent (EL) polymeric materials have attracted significant of study since their inception in
the early 1990s,9,10 however, many emissive π-conjugated polymers, such as poly(phenyleneethylene) (PPE)
and poly(phenylenevinylene) (PPV) derivatives, are inherently insoluble in water and many organic solvents
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and need to be modified through complex synthetic protocols in order to enhance the solubility for solution
processing applications, such as spin casting, ink-jet and roll-to-roll printing.69–75 These synthetic modi-
fications, such as copolymerization, pendant group addition/modification and doping, can have significant
impacts on the emission characteristics of the material by altering the electronic band gap, creating charge
trap sites, enabling excimer/exciplex and electromer/electroplex formation and promoting resonant energy
transfer, and in some cases these affects are adverse to the original intended emission of the material.76–81
Furthermore, many OLED devices are fabricated using some combination of semiconductive polymers,
semiconductive small molecule materials and organic luminescent dyes,82–85 in which there is a hole-injecting
and transporting material which is principally electron deficient, a charge-injection balancing electron inject-
ing and transporting material which is electron rich and a chromophore material is incorporated to tailor the
emission of the device. The ability to create color tailored polymer light emitting diodes (PLEDs) has nu-
merous applications, and industries including automotive lighting, decorative lighting, marketing (including
point-of-purchase advertising and product packaging) and other novelty luminaire manufacturing, as well as







The scope of this work was to explore the ability to take commercially available semiconductive and emissive
materials and create an electroluminescent latex dispersed in an aqueous environment in order to address
production issues such as processing, safety and facile tailoring routes. For this, a wide variety of organic
materials were investigated and will be addressed sequentially.
The materials involved include both what will be referred to as a “component system” comprised of
hole and electron transporting materials coupled with emissive dye materials. Another class of materials
investigated were π-conjugated polymers, which are inherently semiconductive and do not required separate
charge injection and/or transporting materials in order to conduct and emit light.
This part will also discuss complementary materials used in device fabrication, including metals and oxides
used for electrodes, a conductive polymer used to facilitate hole injection into the active materials as well as
insulatory polymers used to manipulate the architecture of the device for optimal material characterization.
1.1 Component system
An attractive aspect of OLED device materials research is doping semiconductive films with luminescent
dyes. In these systems, thin films are composed of a blend of materials either rich or deficient in electron
concentration, defining them as either “electron transporting” or “electron withdrawing” (hole transporting),
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respectively. Common moieties comprising hole and electron transport materials are carbazole and oxadiazole
units, respectively. The carbazole (cf. Fig. 1.1(a.)) is composed of two phenyl rings attached via a pyrrole.
The double bond of the pyrrole unit negates the resonance of the phenyl groups on either side causing the
phenyl rings to pull free charge carriers from the matrix, thus creating an overall electron deficiency, deeming
the molecule electron withdrawing, having an affinity for positive charge carriers. The oxadiazole (cf. Fig.
1.1(b.)) structure is as the name implies, a five-membered organic ring with two nitrogen (N) and one oxygen
(O) atoms. The inherent electron profusion is evident in the two N atoms exposed by the conformation of the
molecule. An extensively researched example of this blend system incorporates a hole transporting polymer,
poly(9-vinylcarbazole) (PVK),86–92 an electron transporting small molecule 2-(4-tert-butylphenyl)-5-(4-bi-
phenylyl)-1,3,4-oxadiazole (tBuPBD)93–95 and a variety of emissive dopants, often dye molecules including
blue light emitting 7-diethylamino-4-methylcoumarin (C1), green light emitting coumarin 6 (C6) and red light
emitting nile red (NR).96–100 In the ideal circumstance, when a bias is applied, electrons are injected from
the cathode of the device while being simultaneously withdrawn by the anode of the device, creating electron
and hole propagation through the device.101–112 Electrons and holes are transported via the tBuPBD and
PVK respectively and form excitons in close proximity of the embedded dye molecules. Through electronic
relaxation (charge recombination) a photon of light is emitted with a wavelength corresponding to the
electronic bandgap of the dye molecule, completing the function of the device.
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Figure 1.1: Active materials used in this work.
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These systems containing both an electron and a hole transport component which have been doped with
an EL dye have shown promise in thin film devices;113 however, independent EL dye emissions from a single
polymer film containing several EL dyes is problematic due to previously discussed energy transfer processes
which can occur between proximal dye molecules.114,115 This property is illustrated in Fig. 1.3. Absorbance
and photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy measurements conducted on the EL dye containing aqueous OLED
colloidal dispersions show distinct optical properties. Absorbance spectra of the dyes alone in solution show
pronounced peaks, however once encapsulated the absorbance of the dyes is completely overshadowed by the
absorption characteristics of the PVK and tBuPBD electronic transport materials. Within the colloids, there
does exist energetic communication as previously discussed, however in this case this energy transfer supports
device function and is illustrated by PL emission. PVK has a photoluminescent emission at ca. 425nm, which
is evident in the PL spectra of green and red dye-doped colloidal suspension, however in the spectra of the
blue dye-doped particles both the PVK and the dye emit at nearly the same wavelength, producing an
additive effect in the spectra that had to be taken into consideration when mixing the suspensions and
tailoring the emission to a specific color of emitted light. Thes PL measurements of aqueous OLED colloidal
dispersions (Figure 1.3(inset)) doped with three different EL dyes revealed pronounced independent PL
dye emissions in suspension (C1, λem=420 nm, C6, λem=500 and 555nm, and NR, λem=600 nm), and
each independent emission is acquired by exciting the PVK only (absorbance≈343nm), thus illustrating the
energy transfer occuring within the particles. Again, obvious is a distinct emission at ≈425nm, which is
the photoluminescent response of the PVK in the colloids, however, devices constructed of undoped OLED
colloids exhibit no recordable EL emission from the PVK. Interestingly, the PL spectrum of a mixed colloidal
thin film of the three EL dye containing colloidal OLED dispersions shows multiple, independent emissions
without any appreciable energy transfer, whereas a simple mixture of all three EL dyes in the presence of the
electronic transport components, dissolved in CHCl3 and spin cast into a thin film illustrates this energetic
communication, as all energy is concentrated to the lowest energy emitter, the red EL dye, and any emission
from the blue or green EL dyes is lost (see Figure 1.3(•)). In order to further the argument for the colloidal
system, the colloidal film was subjected to thermal treatment (80 ◦C for 10min on a hotplate) to partially
melt the EL colloids. This partially melted colloidal film shows partial energy transfer from blue to green
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Figure 1.2: Absorption of the electroluminescent dyes used in this work; nile red (), coumarin 6 (◦),
coumarin 1 (4), and the emission of poly(vinyl carbazole):2-(4-tert-butylphenyl)-5-(4-biphenylyl)-1,3,4-oxa-
diazole undoped colloids (•) used as a host/donor material.
and finally to the red EL dye molecules (cf. Fig. 1.3(4)). Sequestering EL dye components into distinct
OLED colloids with no appreciable energy transfer processes affords the ability to create tailored emissions
over a broad range of wavelengths by simply mixing red, green and blue OLED dispersions in predetermined
ratios.
The ability to sequester EL dye components with no appreciable energy transfer processes offers the
ability to create tailored emissions over a broad range of wavelengths by effortless mixing of red, green
and blue PLED materials. Encapsulation of the EL dyes within a semiconductive polymer colloid creates
an emissive distinction by effectively blocking any energetic communication between other OLED colloid
systems, while exploiting the energetic communication within the particles.
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Figure 1.3: Photoluminescence spectra of OLED colloids prepared using a miniemulsion technique containing
(a.) “white light” colloid composition (); (b.) thin film device with mixed dyes showing energy transfer
(◦); and (c.) a partially melted “white light” colloid composition demonstrating partial energy transfer
across EL dye molecules (4); (excitation wavelength = 343 nm). Inset shows PL spectra of individual red
(), green (•) and blue (4) colloidal dispersions.
1.2 Π - conjugated polymers
A class of materials that are both inherently semiconductive and often photoemissive in the visible regime
are π-conjugated polymers. Indicative of these materials is the resonant bonding in the molecule that
forms a conjugation path along which charge is able to propagate.116–121 Many of these polymers exhibit
an ambipolar characteristic when under an applied bias,122,123 wherein the individual molecules have been
shown to form a virtual p-n junction on the molecule allowing for both charge transport and light emission
from these materials.
Tailoring the emission of these π-conjugated polymers, however, is not a straightforward pursuit. In
order to tailor the emission of the polymer, a novel synthetic scheme and exotic polymer are required
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to be created, which is unfathomable in reality, given the specific wavelength often desired in particular
applications. Materials have been demonstrated incorporating a variety of chromophores in a single polymer
chain,124 wherein red and green light emitting chromophores were branched off of a backbone comprised
of a blue chromophore. Since the backbone is a higher energy (shorter wavelength) emitter, a transfer of
energy will serve to enhance the emission of the red and green chromophore branches. However, to preserve
the blue emission for an additive RGB mixing (in this example to create a white light emitter), several
thousand repeat units were polymerized before the addition of the red and green chromophore branches,
thus illustrating the difficulty to tailor the color of the emitted light in a single polymer.
Again, addressing the inevitable difficulty in tailoring the emission of devices created from these π-
conjugated polymers is possible with the creation of emulsions of various emissive materials. Use of these
materials has been demonstrated in a colloidally based device,125–128 both in miniemulsion polymerization
of the material and simple emulsification of a commercially available emissive polymer, poly[2-methoxy-5-
(2-ethylhexyloxy)-1,4-phenylenevinylene].129,130
For this work, three emissive polymers emitting red, green and blue light were chosen, again to explore the
ability to mix dispersions and tailor device emissions. The polymers used were blue light emitting poly(9,9-di-
n-octylfluorenyl-2,7-diyl) (λem≈ 425nm) (PFO), green light emitting poly(2,5-dioctyl-1,4-phenylenevinylene)
(λem≈ 520nm) (POPPV) and red-orange light emitting poly[2-methoxy-5-(2-ethylhexyloxy)-1,4-phenylene-
vinylene] (λem≈ 600nm) (MEH-PPV). The material properties and emulsion will be discussed in detail,
however the choice of these materials lies in the optical properties and cost, since, as stated, these materials
are rather exotic and tend to be expensive given the lengthy syntheses,131–133 short shelf life, reactivity to
air and light134 and small production quantities.
1.3 Ancillary materials
1.3.1 Indium tin oxide anode
Devices in this work were fabricated on glass substrates that had been coated with a thin layer of indium
tin oxide (ITO). Substrates were coated and cut to a specified dimension (12.7mm x 12.7mm) by Delta
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Technologies, Ltd (Stillwater, MN). The ITO was coated to a thickness of ca. 150nm and exhibited a sheet
resistance of 8 to 12 Ω·−1. ITO is used extensivley in OLED and PLED research135–138 due to its low
resistivity, transparency and high work function, cf. Figure 1.4, which facilitates hole injection into the active
materials. There are intrinsic problems related to the use of ITO in organic devices such as diffusion of indium
into the active materials139 and the necessity to expose the surface of the ITO films to a low energy plasma
in order to create a wettable surface suitable for solution processed films deposited over the material.140,141
Despite these issues, ITO remains ideal as an anode material in research level device fabrication wherein the
emissive materials are the focus of the experimental work.
1.3.2 Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS)
hole injection layer
Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrenesulfonate) is a commonly used and extensivley researched con-
ductive polymer used for injection of positive charge carriers (holes) into semiconductive organic and poly-
meric materials.142–144 As seen in the energetic comparison diagram (Figure 1.4), the highest occupied
molecular orbital (HOMO) energy of PEDOT:PSS provides a smaller, intermediate energy barrier between
the work function (φ) of the ITO anode and the HOMO energy of the PVK in the component system.
Energy gaps in the organic materials will be discussed in further detail, introduction to the concept at this
time serves to corroborate the use of PEDOT:PSS in this work. Additionally, the resistivity of PEDOT:PSS
varies widely and is controlled by the concentration of the PSS in the material, i.e., the higher the PSS
concentration, the higher the resitivity of the material. The formulation used in this work is a commercially
available material, Baytron R© P VP CH 8000 has a resitivity 1x105 ≤ ρv ≤ 3x105 Ω· cm−2. The high resis-
tivity formulation was chosen for the use as a colloidal binder material as opposed to a hole injection layer.
The particularly attractive characteristic of PEDOT:PSS dispersions is the disassociation of the particles
during spin casting. When spin cast and thermally annealed, PEDOT:PSS forms a very planar, uniform
thin film which adds to its appeal in OLED research when subsequent layers will be deposited onto the hole
injecting material. In this work, this trait served to effectively and consistently form continuous films with
a high concentration of colloidal particles such that devices would function properly with a low occurrence
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Figure 1.4: Energy level diagram of select materials used in this work. Shown are the work function of the
electrodes and the HOMO-LUMO energy gaps of the organic materials.1
of short circuit failures stemming from pinhole formation in the emissive layer, which will be discussed in
further detail.
1.3.3 Metallic cathode
A low φ metal was used as the cathode in these devices for various reasons,1 most important of which
was the matching of the work function of the metal with the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO)
energy of the electron transporting materials. Figure 1.4 illustrates the pairing of the work functions of the
electrodes with the energy gaps of the hole and electron transporting materials, as well as the emissive dyes
used for the componenet system. As seen in the graphic, the energy barriers found at the hole injection
site (ITO/PEDOT:PSS–PVK interface) and the electron injection site (Ca–tBuPBD interface) are relatively
small, thus requiring a lessened amount of energy to overcome the dielectric barrier and allow charge to flow
through the devices.
The actual cathode metal was then capped with a thicker aluminum (Al) layer. This layer was incor-
porated for several reasons, firstly to serve as a protective cover to retard oxidation of the Ca layer which
is highly reactive with oxygen (O) and can rapidly oxidize into a nonconductive material. Also, the high
electron density of the Al film creates a sheet of material that is highly reflective, aiding in the character-
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ization of the devices, as luminescence from these organic and polymeric materials is an omnidirectional
phenomenon. During the luminescence characteriazations, the collection optics of the apparatae used were
planar and situated some distance from the light source, capturing only a small amount of the total emitted
light. If the devices were allowed to emit radially, only a very small percentage of the emission would be
captured and characterized. Adding this reflective backing to the devices allows for more of the emitted light




2.1 Charge injection in organic materials
Organic materials and current flow have historically been studied from an insulatory standpoint, which is
intuitive given the electronic structure of most carbon-based materials. Unlike metals which often have an
abundance of valence electrons, organic and polymeric materials are often lacking in available electrons due
to the bonding that forms and defines the materials. It is not until other atoms are incorporated into the
structures that add or deplete the overall electronic picture that semiconductivity is possible, taking on
characteristics similar to p- and/or n-type doped silicon used in microelectronics.145,146 This chapter will
briefly discuss the physics behind OLED device operation.147–149
Dielectric breakdown in polymeric materials takes on a rather complex picture, as the phenomenon has
been observed and modeled, but is not yet completely understood. What is accepted is the presence of an
electronic barrier between the electrode and the polymer, as the Fermi energy of the electrode will invariably
differ from that of the polymer. Under an applied electric field this potential barrier can be lowered, allowing
for less energetic electrons to be injected from electrode to polymer. The shape of the potential barrier can
take on a less abrupt picture from the simple band model when accounting for the Coulombic attraction
between the charge carrier and the depletion zone created by the bias along the electode–polymer interface.
Combining these three factors, a more refined picture of the potential barrier can be drawn, showing the
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actual injection energy required to be considerably lower than what the simple band model would predict. A
simple band model is illustrated in Figure 1.4, wherein charge injection/transport is described as a stepwise
propagation, the charge carriers needing to promoted into higher energy levels by the difference in conduction
band (LUMO) energies of the materials involved.
The phenomenon attributed to the Coulombic attraction is known as Schottky injection. In this model,
the charge carrier to be injected is viewed as a point charge and the electrode–polymer interface is envisioned
as an infinite plane of charge. In order to calculate the attractive forces, an imaginary charge is placed
opposite the charge carrier with an equal separation vector from the interface. The extensive derivations
are carried out in reference,150,151 but what is notable is the reduction in potential and the curvature of the
barrier after derivation of the field with the addition of the original potential barrier.
Attributing further potential reduction under an applied electric field is known as Fowler-Nordheim
injection. In this mechanism, charge carriers are subject to a very high electric field and take on a wave–
particle duality in which there exists a small but finite probablility they can exist and propagate through
a potential barrier with less energy than would normally be required to overcome the barrier, giving an
overall picture of a significantly reduced potential barrier for charge injection. Quantum tunneling will only
account for a small fraction of the actual charge propagation, but does serve to provide for a lower energy
of injection, which is consistent with observed results.152,153
2.2 Charge transport in organic materials
Many theories have been formulated to describe various methods through which charge can propagate
through a polymeric material. Three of the more widely accepted mechanisms will be briefly discussed here;
space charge limited conduction (SCLC),154–157 charge hopping158–160 and Poole-Frenkel161,162 conduction.
Space charge limited conduction is described as a concentration of charge in a dielectric that is devoid of
LUMO level charge carriers, the theory being that more free charge carriers can be injected proportionally
to the lack of “conduction level” charge carriers. This abundant charge injection thus creates a situation
where abundant free charge carriers exist above the conduction level of the material, enabling current flow.
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where J is the current density (A·m−2), εr is the relative dielectric constant of the emissive material, ε0 is
the vacuum permittivity (8.854187817x10−12F·m−1), µ is the carrier mobility (drift velocity per unit electric
field), V is the applied bias (V) and L is the thickness of the material (µm).
Charge hopping is a thermally activated conduction mechanism, using this additional vibrational energy
to transfer within the dielectric. A charge carrier of a given energy is exposed to thermal energy within
the dielectric and couples into the vibrational modes associated with the energy. The carrier then becomes
energetic enough to transfer to an unoccupied neighboring energy site without actually overcoming the
potential barrier within the lattice.
The Poole-Frenkel conduction mechanism is merely a representation of Fowler-Nordheim injection within
the dielectric. In this mechanism, as in the injection mechanism, a high electric field lowers the potential
barriers within the lattice, enabling charge carriers to become sufficiently energetic as to overcome the barriers
experienced within the lattice and propagate as current flow.
2.3 Energy transfer in organic materials
The materials chosen in this work all have the appropriate spectral characteristics to act as a donor:acceptor
pair in an energy transfer mechanism. Energy transfer can take place through a Coulombic interaction
(Förster) or electron exchange (Dexter) mechanism and occurs when an excited donor (e.g., a higher energy
emitter) transfers energy over to a ground state acceptor (e.g., a lower energy emitter).
In order to be an effective means of energy transfer, both the Förster and Dexter mechanisms have a
number of conditions that must be satisfied, but two major considerations include the spatial separation
between the donor and acceptor and the spectral characteristics of the donor’s emission and the acceptor’s
absorption. A Förster-type transfer can be potentially effective up to ca. 10 nm, while a Dexter-type transfer,
though highly dependent on the electronic configuration of the donor-acceptor, is roughly limited to distances
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ca. 2nm.163 In addition, both modes of energy transfer require a high level of spectral overlap of the donor’s
emission and the acceptor’s absorption, as seen previously in Figure 1.2.
2.3.1 Förster energy transfer
Förster energy transfer is described as a Coulombic interaction between an emissive excited state donor
material and an absorptive ground state acceptor material. The theory is defined as having the ability to
transfer energy without the transfer of a photon, wherein energy is transferred from an excited state donor
molecule (D∗) to a ground state acceptor (A), resulting in the ground state donor (D) and excited state
acceptor (A∗). The transfer arises from the resonance between D and A and is largely dependent on the










(where κ is the orientational factor of the dipole moments, NA is Avagadro’s number, τD is the decay
lifetime of the donor, nr is the refractive index of the matrix, λ is the wavelength in nm, FD(λ) is the
emission spectrum of the the donor and εA(λ) is the molar extinction coefficient of the acceptor), describes








where ΦD,f is the quantum yield of the donor species, showing the dependence on the emission characteristics
of the allowable distances for energy transfer under this mechanism.164–168 Since this is a resonant transfer
and does not rely on charge propagation, the lengthscale for this type of tranfer is on the order of 2 to
10nm.114
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2.3.2 Dexter energy transfer
Dexter type energy transfer is described as an electonic energy transfer, in which energy is transfered from
an excited state donor to a ground state acceptor that may or may not exhibit a significant absorption in the
UV or visible regions of the electromagnetic spectrum.115 The process can be broken down into five stages:
1. Photon absorption by the donor atom/molecule
2. Relaxation of the surrounding lattice such that the lattice energy is less than the absorbed energy
3. Energy tranfer from the donor to the acceptor
4. Simultaneous lattice relaxation about the donor and acceptor atoms/molecules
5. Emission of the energy of the acceptor
This process, defined for impurity atoms in an insulating matrix, is highly dependent on the proximity
of the donor and acceptor atoms, and is typically limited to a lengthscale on the order of ca. 2nm.
2.4 Photophysics
The physics of photon emission via excited state relaxation is a phenomenon that has been widely researched
in crystalline materials, but takes on a great deal of complexity when investigating amorphous organic and
polymeric materials. The simplified process involves exciting an electron in an atom from the valance band to
the conduction band by introducing enough energy into the atom. The excited electron and its corresponding
hole, electrostatically bind forming what is known as an exciton. Entropic forces dictate the excited electron
to return to its ground state, often called recombination, thus releasing the excess energy from the system,
often in the form of a photon of light, though the energy can be released in the form of thermal energy or
other non-radiative decay.
In amorphous and semi-crystalline materials, including organic small molecule blends and various poly-
mers, this process occurs in the π orbitals of the molecules. Electrons found in the highest occupied molecular
orbitals (HOMO), corresponding to the valence electrons of the single crystal model, can be excited to the
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lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO), corresponding to the conduction band, forming comparable
excited state species. Along with excitons, several other excited state complexes can be formed including
excimers and exciplexes. Excimers are defined as an excited state complex forming between two chemically
identical species, wherein one molecule is serving as an excited state donor and another proximal molecule
posesses a site acting as a ground state acceptor. Exciplexes occur between complementary molecules, i.e.,
a hole transporting molecule and an electron transporting molecule. Concomitantly, electromers and elec-
troplexes represent the same excited state complexes formed as charge is being carried through the matrix
in which the various species are located.
Emission occuring from excited state complexes will exhibit some degree of a bathochromic shift, however,
as will be shown in the results section of this manuscript, any observed red-shift did not have any detrimental
effects on the intent of the work, a demonstration of emissive tailoring through mixing of red, green and blue
light emitting dispersions.
2.5 International Commission on Illumination (CIE) color space
The International Commission on Illumination (CIE, from the French Commission Internationale de L’Éclairage)
has established a method to integrate values from the luminescence spectra of an emissive system, thus pro-










represent what is known as tristimulus values, roughly corresponding to the primary colors defined for emitted
light, blue (short wavelenght), green (middle wavelength) and red (long wavelength), respectively.169 The
values x̄(λ), ȳ(λ) and z̄(λ) are defined as color matching functions. Integration of the spectra according to
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these guidelines will give a coordinate in the two–dimensional CIE color space by the equations
x =
X




X + Y + Z
, (2.8)
thus quantifying the emission of the materials and/or devices.
Figure 2.1 shows the 1931 CIE color space which was used in this work for all reporting of data. Presented
is the 1931 color space which is widely used to this date to quantitatively show the emission from a given
system. The color space includes the blackbody radiator curve, showing the temperature a blackbody
radiator must reach to emit a particular color of light.
Figure 2.1: 1931 International Commission on Illumination color space.
The color gamut defined for a particular system is simply a matter of plotting the coordinates of the
primary color light emission, which can be binary or ternary depending on the system and the intended
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emission, i.e., a binary system may include a blue light emitting species and an orange light emitting species,
and upon proper mixing can be combined to form a white light emitting system. A ternary system, typically
composed of red, green and blue (RGB) light emitting species would be plotted with three points forming
a triangle on the CIE color space, this triangle forming the range of colors that can be emitted from a







3.1 Casting of thin films from colloidal dispersions
Initial experimental work in preparation for the development of colloidally based organic light emitting diode
devices involved casting thin films from polystyrene latexes. The objective of this early experimentation was
to cast a close-packed colloidal monolayer. Polystyrene latexes used in this work were synthesized previously
and used without any further purification, however, in order to cast a close-packed monolayer, a judicious
application of diluent and binder materials was needed in order to optimize the viscosity of the dispersion
for spin casting.
The polystyrene colloids were originally dispersed in deionized (DI) water (water purified to a resistivity
of 18.2 MΩ·cm) and was used as diluent in anticipation of the highly concentrated binder material, 4%
(w/v) poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA). This material was used in prior art for the deposition of a colloidal mono-
layer,170,171 and proved to work exemplary in the application of polystyrene. Figure 3.1 presents a scanning
electron micrograph of a monolayer of polystyrene colloids.
Spin casting of thin films from a solution is a very well documented and received process, however these
films are typically cast from a polymer solution in a highly volatile organic solvent, allowing for high levels
of control in film thickness and morphology. Film thickness is dependent on solution viscosity and typically
a function of spin speed, i.e.,
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where Ttf is the film thickness and ω is the rotational speed.172 Casting the polymer latex did follow a
similar methodology, wherein the viscosity of the latex was manipulated as discussed previously. In order to
achieve the colloidal monolayer, samples were spin cast onto glass substrates that were prepared through a
solvent-ultrasonication and plasma treatment cleaning process.
3.1.1 Substrate cleaning
Glass slides measuring ca. 25.4mm on each side were immersed in acetone and exposed to ultrasonic power
for 600s. The slides were then dried under a nitrogen (N2) stream and immersed in 2-propanol and again
subjected to ultrasonic agitation and dried under N2. The slides were then exposed to an air plasma to
remove any remaining organic materials and enhance the wettability of the surface of the glass.173–175 Due
to the relatively inert nature of the plasma (i.e., air = 78% N2, 21% O2, 1% Ar and so forth) it was speculated
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that there were limited surface reactions between glass and oxygen, and the kinematics of the excited species
in the plasma cloud created a bombardic effect breaking up organic materials and roughening the surface
of the glass substrates, increasing the surface energy of the ITO causing a normally hydrophobic surface to
become hydrophillic.176
3.1.2 Spin casting colloidal dispersion
For this study, the prepared dispersion was a mixture of equal parts polystyrene suspension, PVA solution
and DI water. The mixture was dispensed onto the substrates manually (pipet) and spin cast at a variety
of spin speeds, initial trials using zero angular acceleration (i.e., Ramp = 0, of course zero acceleration is
not possible, merely a defining term in this instance). Samples were then analyzed by film thickness, as a
monolayer of monodisperse colloids would produce a film with a thickness corresponding to the diameter of
the particles (dPS ≈ 200nm). Samples showing a film thickness of ca. 200− 250nm were then analyzed via
field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM), as seen in Figure 3.1.
3.2 Metallization
Initial attempts at applying a working metallic cathode to the device architecture included a plasma enhanced
physical vapor deposition (sputtering) of pure Al onto the spin-cast polystyrene colloid monolayers. It was
immediately apparent that the configuration of the sputter apparatus proved harmful to the polymer films
and created poor Al films. It was therefore determined that a less energetic means of thin film deposition
was required. Resistive (or thermal) evaporation is also a means of physical vapor deposition, however in
place of a plasma to bombard a target releasing the material into the vacuum, the metals are heated until
melting and evaporation (in the case of Al) or heated until sublimation (in the case of Ca). Evaporation
affords the ability to easily control the rate of deposition in order to protect the organic films being coated
with the thin metal film.
The organic films are most sensitive to the rate of deposition of the metal films during the first 20nm of
film growth. Within this 0 to 20nm range, a highly energetic vapor will be able to deeply penetrate a soft film
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and further diffuse within the organic matrix, which can lead to electronic pathways detrimental to device
operation, forming a short circuit pathway between the anode and the intended position of the cathode.
Accordingly, the Ca layer in the formation of the cathode was typically deposited at a rate ≤3.0Å·s−1 to a
final thickness, Tf , such that 30.0nm≤Tf≤35.0nm.
3.3 Poly[2-methoxy-5-(2-ethylhexyloxy)-1,4-phenylenevinylene]
(MEH-PPV) device
In order to verify the fabrication and characterization procedures being established, a model compound
was used in initial device trials, poly[2-methoxy-5-(2-ethylhexyloxy)-1,4-phenylenevinylene] (MEH-PPV). A
commercially available polymer, this material has enjoyed considerable research since its inception in the
early 1990s and has been shown to exhibit high luminous efficiencies177,178 as well as excellent film forming
properties, bright luminosity179 and acquiescence to various cathodes. In this initial work, MEH-PPV was
incorporated into the device architecture as a thin polymer film as opposed to a multilayer of polymer
colloids. In the simplest form of a polymeric device, the architecture consisted of; a glass substrate / ITO
anode (150nm) / PEDOT:PSS hole injection layer (70nm) / MEH-PPV thin film (100nm) / Al cathode
(100nm). These devices were not characterized according to luminance, efficiency, current draw or operating





The miniemulsion method of preparation of our colloidal dispersions is a rather interesting and versatile
technique and has been effectively demonstrated using several combinations of various π-conjugated light-
emitting polymers.180,181 Devices fabricated from these miniemulsion process prepared, light-emitting col-
loidal dispersions (≈100nm diameter particles composed of a ladder-type poly(para-phenylene) (m-LPPP))
have been shown to exhibit favorable device performance and homogeneous light emissions.182
The general miniemulsion process involves the creation of emulsions of surfactant stabilized organic
solvent containing droplets on the order of 20 to 500 nm in an aqueous environment by the introduction
of high shear forces (sonication power). Within the hydrophobic organic phase is typically an equally
hydrophobic polymer, organic small molecule or combination thereof. The surfactant in the system acts to
stabilize the organic droplets against collision with other droplets, wherein mass exchange (Ostwald ripening)
between the droplets is minimized by the use of a highly hydrophobic, organic component.183 The biphasic
mixture is exposed to ultrasonic power via a microtip cell disruptor. After miniemulsification, the organic
phase is vanquished by simple evaporation resulting in an aqueous PLED colloidal dispersion. Figure 4.1
presents the scheme for particle formation.
The versatility and simplicity of the miniemulsion process allows for the creation and rapid screening
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Figure 4.1: Miniemulsion colloid preparation. Electroluminescent colloidal particles used in this work are
prepared by (1.) dissolving and/or suspending active materials in chloroform and adding an aqueous sur-
factant solution to the organic phase, (2.) this biphasic mixture is exposed to ultrasonic power resulting
in a turbid suspension of dispersed organic colloids. (3.) Residual chloroform in the mixture is vanquished
by stirring with heat to result in an aqueous dispersion of EL colloidal particles. (4.) A scanning electron
micrograph of the colloidal particles.
of libraries of diverse EL dye containing PLED colloid dispersions from commercially available compo-
nents,180,181,184 wherein power level and exposure time can be optimized for monodispersity and particle
size.185 Applying the kinetics of this process, presented here are stable OLED aqueous colloidal dispersions
that contain OLED materials studied in literature for thin film devices.186
In this component system, the general procedure for the preparation of OLED colloids using a miniemul-
sion technique began with the preparation of a mixed solution of OLED components: ≈ 56.25mg PVK,
various amounts of EL dye, i.e., ≈ 0.50mg C1, ≈ 0.25mg C6, ≈ 0.25mg NR, and ≈ 18.75mg tBuPBD in
≈ 2g (1.43 mL) CHCl3. in the case of the π-conjugated polymer system, the organic phase consisted of a
highly concentrated polymer solution, ca. 100mg of MEH-PPV, PFO or a PFO:POPPV mixture. The PFO
and PFO:POPPV systems readily formed a solution/solution-suspension mixture, however working with the
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MEH-PPV proved more difficult. In order to achieve the appropriate concentration for formation of the
particles, ca. 100mg of the polymer was first placed in ca. 20mL of CHCl3 and shaken overnight for complete
dissolution. The solution was then concentrated through a slow evaporation procedure, being gently heated
(ca. 40◦C) and stirred until the remaining volume was ca. 1.43mL. The CHCl3 based solution was then
mixed with the aqueous solution containing sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS, 20mg in 5g H2O). Shearing of the
transparent binary solution, using ultrasonic power (12W), results in an immediate change to a much more
turbid solution. Finally, after sonication exposure (240s), the remaining CHCl3 is evaporated (60◦C with
stirring, 3h) yielding an aqueous PLED colloidal dispersion.
In order to clean the material prior to use, 50,000 molecular weight cut-off (MWCO) dialysis membranes
were charged with ca. 15mL of the emulsion and placed in 18L of 60◦C water to encourage the migration
of residual small molecule, dye and surfactant into the excess water through the concentration (chemical
potential) gradient. The DI water was changed every 12 hours until the conductivity of the water was
consistently less than 0.5µS·cm−1, suggesting a cessation of residue migration from the emulsion into the
bath. Exhaustive dialysis served as the least invasive technique for removing residual small molecule, dye or
surfactant from the emulsion solution, as the particles were not crosslinked or further stabilized beyond the
folding of the long PVK chains. The dispersion was then filtered through a cotton filter in order to eliminate
any aggregated materials that cannot be redispersed in the aqueous medium. After cleaning, incorporation
of all of the EL components within the OLED colloids was confirmed using thermogravimetric analysis of
the dried undoped colloidal dispersions. This revealed concentrations of the hole and electron transport
components to be consistent with concentrations determined by Sturm, et al.,187,188 to provide balanced
charge injection into and transport through the emissive material for optimal device performance in a thin
film system, wherein the hole and electron transoprt components and the EL dye are simply mixed, dissolved
in an organic solvent, spin cast onto a device substrate to a working thickness of ≈100nm and covered with
a metallic cathode.189 It was observed by thermogravimetric analysis that under the initial concentrations
in the miniemulsion procedure the final colloid composition was ≈72% PVK and ≈28% PBD by weight,
consistent with the results from the literature. Actual dye concentration within the polymer colloids was not
studied due to the low concentration of the dyes in the, however the initial weight ratio (feed ratio) of dye
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in the system is consistent with previously shown optimized systems.186 Moreover, since exhaustive dialysis
was performed on all of these OLED colloidal dispersions, it can be inferred that the observed PL and EL
emissions are solely attributed to dye molecules on or embedded within the colloids.
4.2 Preparation of π-conjugated polymer emissive colloidal parti-
cles
The π-conjugated polymers used in this work underwent a similar emulsion method to create EL dispersions
of commercially available materials. In the simple case, polymers dissolved in CHCl3 were mixed with
SDS dissovled in water to form a biphasic mixture that was subjected to high shear forces resulting in an
aqueous dispersion of EL particles, however, this procedure was this simple for only the blue light emitting
poly(9,9-di-n-octylfluorenyl-2,7-diyl).
In this case, PFO (100mg) was dissoved in CHCl3 (1.43mL) to form a translucent solution. SDS (20.0mg)
dissovled in DI H2O (5.0g) was added and the mixture was exposed to the same reaction parameters used
for creation of the component system particles, 12W power for 240s, solvent removal and cleaning protocol
remained similar as well. Figure 4.2 presents a micrograph of the PFO colloidal particles as prepared.
Figure 4.2: Scanning electron micrograph of poly(9,9-di-n-octylfluorenyl-2,7-diyl) electroluminescent colloidal
particles.
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Preparation of the poly[2-methoxy-5-(2-ethylhexyloxy)-1,4-phenylenevinylene] EL particles required a
modification of the technique due to the difficulty in dissolving the polymer in numerous organic solvents
to a concentration suitable for the miniemulsion procedure, ca. 70mg·mL−1. First, 70mg of MEH-PPV was
added to 20mL CHCl3 in the vessel to be used for the reaction and shaken overnight to produce a translucent,
viscous solution. The solution was then allowed to evaporate until the total volume was ca. 1.5mL, creating
an highly viscous solution. Viscosity measurements were not investigated in this case as this information was
deemed beyond the scope of this work. As before, the typical SDS solution was added to the organic phase
polymer solution and exposed to ultrasonic power. As with previous material trials, the solution became
instantly turbid with application of the shear forces, and post cleaning microscopy revealed the success of
the procedure, cf. Figure 4.3.
Figure 4.3: Scanning electron micrograph of poly[2-methoxy-5-(2-ethylhexyloxy)-1,4-phenylenevinylene] elec-
troluminescent colloidal particles.
4.2.1 Preparation of hybrid conjugated polymer emissive colloidal particles
Typically, many emissive π-conjugated polymers, such as poly(phenyleneethylene) (PPE) and poly(phenylene-
vinylene) (PPV) derivatives, are inherently insoluble in water and many organic solvents and need to be
modified through complex synthetic protocols in order to enhance the solubility for solution processing
applications, such as spin casting, ink-jet and roll-to-roll printing.190–192 These synthetic modifications,
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such as copolymerization, pendant group addition and doping, can have significant impacts on the emission
characteristics of the material by altering the electronic band gap, creating charge trap sites, enabling ex-
cimer/exciplex and electromer/electroplex formation and promoting resonant energy transfer, and in some
cases these affects are adverse to the original intended emission of the material. This section will present
a method in which a relatively insoluble emissive π-conjugated polymer was co-emulsified with a soluble
π-conjugated polymer forming an aqueous colloidal suspension and remained stable for typical solution
processed device fabrication techniques.
The emissive poly(phenylenevinylene) (PPV) derivative poly(2,5-dioctyl-1,4-phenylenevinylene) (POPPV)
had proven difficult to completely dissolve in numerous organic solvents in concentrations suitable for pro-
cessing into thin films for organic light emitting diode (OLED) device applications. The material has demon-
strated suspension in many common solvents, and promptly precipitates from solution within minutes. Along
the same lines, films cast from these poor solutions are non-uniform in planarity and accordingly, inconsistent
in film thickness, giving rise to several deficiencies during device function, such as short-circuiting, early fail-
ure from overheating and inconsistent illumination. The morphology of films cast from the solution suggest
aggregation of the polymer molecules resulting in uneven drying of the film. In this work, a similar transfer
of energy seen in the component system is exploited as the excellent spectral overlap from poly(9,9-di-n-
octylfluorenyl-2,7-diyl) (PFO) emission and the POPPV excitation afforded the ability to utilize the PFO as
a host polymer with little compromise to the intended emission of the scantly researched POPPV polymer.
The intent of the work was to create colloidally based electroluminescent (EL) devices from a green
light emitting π-conjugated polymer material for the purpose of fascilitating a color tunable EL system.
For this purpose, several commercially available polymers were chosen for use in this effort. Poly(9,9-
di-(2-ethylhexyl)-9H-fluorene-2,7-vinylene), poly[(9,9-di-(2-ethylhexyl)-9H-fluorene-2,7-diyl-co-1-methoxy-4-
2(2-ethylhexyloxy)-2,5-phenylenevinylene)], and poly(2,5-dioctyl-1,4-phenylenevinylene), as well as the small
molecule tris-(8-hydroxyquinoline)aluminum (Alq3), are four green emissive species investigated for use in
this work. Concerning the latter, the use of a small molecule emitter was explored due to prior work in
carbazole-oxadiazole colloidal systems in which fluorescent dye molecules were encapsulated in colloidal par-
ticles comprised of a large (Mw ≈ 1.1x106) polymeric host material, poly(9-vinylcarbazole) (PVK). Emulsion
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of Alq3 via the miniemulsion technique proved unfavorable, as the particles produced were malformed and
unstable out of dispersion (SEM micrograph, Figure 4.4) and unsuitable for solution processed device fab-
rication. Additionally, attempts to encapsulate the Alq3 molecules in a PVK host matrix created a nice
colloidal dispersion, however EL devices fabricated from these particles gave very poor luminous output.
Figure 4.4: Scanning electron micrograph of the inital effort of forming tris-(8-hydroxyquinoline)aluminum
into colloidal particles.
Similarly, devices fabricated from solutions of the poly(9,9-di-(2-ethylhexyl)-9H-fluorene-2,7-vinylene)
and poly[(9,9-di-(2-ethylhexyl)-9H-fluorene-2,7-diyl-co-1-methoxy-4-2(2-ethylhexyloxy)-2,5-phenylenevinylene)]
showed extremely poor performance, with mean luminance of both materials being < 1cd·m−2. As a thin
film device these polymers performed very poorly after several attempts, colloid based devices were therefore
not attempted.
POPPV was chosen for the bi-polymeric attempts given its photoluminescent maximum emission peak
at ca. 505 nm, falling nicely within the green region of the visible spectrum. Initial attempts to dissolve
POPPV in a variety of organic solvents proved difficult, as the material would swell slightly and disperse,
but within a few minutes would precipitate out of solution and all solids would settle on the bottom of
the vessels used. This material demonstrated this behavior in tetrahydrafuran, chlorobenzene, chloroform,
nitrobenzene, benzene, p-xylene, toluene, dichloromethane, acetonitrile, hexanes, cyclohexane and acetone,
even after exposure to heat and/or ultrasonic power. Through all trials, it was observed that the POPPV
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Table 4.1: Polymer starting weight ratios and average luminance values of devices constructed from the
indivdual batches.
Sample (w/w) PFO (mg) POPPV (mg) mean luminance (cd·m−2)
S1 (1:1) 37.8 36.6 124 ± 32
S2 (1:2) 25.7 50.6 14 ± 0.71
S3 (1:5) 12.8 63.3 113 ± 26
S4 (1:11) 6.4 69.7 4.5 ± 0.35
maintained a dispersion for the longest amount of time in CHCl3, > 10 minutes. However, attempts at spin
casting this polymer suspension from a CHCl3 solution to achieve an 80 to 100 nm thin film for a practical
device resulted in very poor quality thin films, the film thickness was not uniform across the entirety of the
film, with variations in thickness as high as 80 nm as determined by stylus profilometry. Even though the
surface roughness of these polymer films was so poor, polymer light emitting diode (PLED) device attempts
were still attempted, and as expected the devices demonstrated very poor performance in terms of both
luminous efficency, device lifetime and luminous output.
Although attempts at a solution processed thin film style device proved unfruitful, it was still hypothesized
that it would still be possible to emulsify this polymer under the protocol of the miniemulsion procedure.
Due to the fact that the POPPV demonstrated the longest suspension time in CHCl3, this was chosen as
the solvent for the organic phase of the miniemulsion procedure.
As discussed previously, the creation of binary colloidal particles of two emissive species afforded the
ability to harness fluorescence resonant energy transfer (FRET) within a particle and tune the emission of
the individual particles.193,194 Adding POPPV polymer to a PFO solution in CHCl3 exhibited the expected
characteristics of a polymer suspension, with no visible evidence of aggregation or significant phase separation
of the two polymers in the time span between dispersing and performing the emulsification.
In order to create the green emissive particles from a mostly insoluble polymer, first, the higher energy
blue light-emitting soluble polymer PFO is dissolved in ca. 2.0g CHCl3 in varying concentrations, cf. Table
4.1. After the PFO is completely dissolved, POPPV is added to the solution in relative concentrations and
the mixture is exposed to ultrasonic power for ca. 60 min. The POPPV is consequently dispersed in the
polymer solution. As before, to the organic mixture 5.0g of an aqueous SDS solution is added and the biphasic
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mixture is exposed to ultrasonic power for 240s. The resulting dispersion was relieved of residual CHCl3
through evaporation (stirring on a hotplate at ca. 60◦C as needed, typically ca. 180 min). The colloidal
dispersion is then cleaned through a rough dialyzation, 18L (DI) water (18.2 MΩ·cm) at a temperature of
60◦C for ca. 16 hours to remove any residual surfactant.
Figure 4.5: Synthetic protocol utilized in this work. Emissive polymers (a.) poly(9,9-di-n-octylfluorenyl-2,7-
diyl) and (b.) poly(2,5-dioctyl-1,4-phenylenevinylene) are (1.) dissolved/suspended in chloroform and mixed
with an aqueous surfactant solution. The biphasic solution is exposed to ultrasonic power leading to the
formation of (2.) an aqueous electroluminescent colloidal dispersion. (c.) A scanning electron micrograph
of the particles.
Photoluminescent (PL) studies of the dispersions of varying PFO:POPPV concentrations show a gradual
tuning of the particles from a blue emitting system to a dominantly green emitting system by the increase in
concentration of the green emitting POPPV material, cf. Fig. 4.6. The accompanying acceptor (POPPV)
absorbance and donor (PFO) photoluminescence plots (Figure 4.7) exhibit the excellent spectral overlap of
the emission of the PFO host material with the POPPV target material, thereby facilitating the fluorescent
resonant energy transfer and affording the ability to create green light emitting colloidal particles.
As evidenced in the PL tuning of the particles, there is inherently inefficient FRET from the PFO to
the POPPV in the particles, despite the excellent spectral overlap in the emission and absoprtion spectra of
the two species. This inefficient FRET has previously been attributed to poor alignment of the transition
moments of the donating blue emitter and the accepting green emitter.167 From Förster’s theory, the
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dependence of the FRET on the dipole moment alignment is evident, i.e., when the dipole-dipole alignment
is orthogonal, FRET cannot occur.
Figure 4.6: a. Photoluminescence spectra of poly(9,9-di-n-octylfluorenyl-2,7-diyl)colloidal particles in water,
poly(2,5-dioctyl-1,4-phenylenevinylene)suspended in chloroform and several different dispersions of hybrid
particles with varying PFO:POPPV concentrations. b. corresponding CIE coordinants of hybrid particles.
Interestingly and expectedly, the individual colloid batches exhibited an emissive tuning across the spec-
trum from the dominant emission of the PFO to the dominant emission of the POPPV,194 however, the
focus of this work was to attempt to harness FRET and create a processable material from a light emitting
polymer that shows poor solution processing characteristics, and use this newly engineered material to fab-
ricate EL devices. The PL of the individual batches demonstrates the emissive tuning that occured while
attempting to optimize the concentrations of the two polymers for a green emission, shown in Figure 4.6.
Similarly, initial attempts to harness FRET in a binary particle utilized PVK as a higher energy emit-
ter/hole transport material, and while the emulsion of the material was successful, performance of devices
fabricated from this system was very poor, which is expected due to the weak EL response of PVK and
the addition of a h+ transporting / e− blocking material degrading the balance of the charge propagation,
further hindering the function of the device. For this reason, the same algorithm was attempted with a higher
energy light emitting material with a stronger electroluminescence and inherent balanced charge transport-
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ing characteristic. The choice of a π-conjugated polymer emitting in the blue region allowed for the use
of fewer materials, as the use of the hole-transporting PVK typically requires some sort of complementing
electron-transporting material in order to balance charge flow within the active area of a device, wherein the
semiconductive polymers typically exhibit an ambipolar charge distribution under an applied bias thus not
requiring the use of multiple transport layers and/or materials.
Devices fabricated from the hybrid polymer particles showed electroluminescence (EL) consistent with
the PL response of the material. Evident in the EL spectra is the energy transfer from blue to green emissive
species, as the dominant wavelength is ca. 500nm and 550nm and any contribution from the blue that is
not transferred shows as a small peak in the spectra. A range of polymer concentrations was explored
and optimized through PL, samples demonstrating the highest energy transfer from PFO to POPPV being
consequently prepared for device fabrication. Final composition of the clean particles is not able to be
determined by thermogravimetric analysis as the decomposition temperature of both polymers is ca. 440 ◦C.
Incidentally, it was found that the 5:1 starting weight ratio produced the particles with optimal performance
in the devices, generating luminance values > 100cd·m−2, with any variation in concentration attempted
generating drastically decreased performance, typically a loss in luminous output of two orders of magnitude,
cf. Table 4.1.
Analysis of the PL (aqueous suspension) and EL (colloid-doped thin film) spectra of the hybrid particles
shows only a very slight red-shift in the spetcrum, as well as an enhanced FRET in the EL, when luminescence
is the result of an applied bias. This slight red-shift is indicative of the added energy transfer that exists
at the colloidal interface, as the PL spectra were taken of a very dilute suspension, i.e., 12 µg·mL−1 in
deionized (DI) water and EL spectra are taken of devices constructed as discussed earlier. Increase in
colloid concentration, as well as the particles being stationary in the solid state film, allow for an increase
in intramolecular energy transfer, contributing to the observation of lower energy emission resulting in said
red-shift.
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Figure 4.7: Photoluminescence spectra of poly(9,9-di-n-octylfluorenyl-2,7-diyl) (solid block) and absorption
spectra of poly(2,5-dioctyl-1,4-phenylenevinylene). The excellent overlap between the spectra afford the
ability to exploit fluorescence resonant energy transfer in the particles and harvest a green emission from
devices fabricated with this dispersion.
Figure 4.8: Electroluminescent (open cirlces) and photoluminescent (closed squares) spectra of PFO-POPPV





5.1 Templating the ITO anode
The most basic of device fabrication techniques involves spin casting an emissive conjugated polymer solution
directly onto a templated indium tin oxide (ITO) anode, followed by the physical vapor deposition of a
metallic cathode. Templating of the ITO serves to facilitate device testing, wherein a single pixel area is
defined at the intersection of perpendicularly deposited electrodes and test leads can be attached to the thin
film device without compromising the integrity of the architecture.
The ITO coated on the device substrates is templated through a masked metal-acid reaction resulting
in a 4mm wide strip of ITO running the full length of the substrate, 12.7mm. The desired shape of the
anode was masked with a piece of vinyl tape and zinc (Zn) powder (100 mesh) was applied to the unmasked
areas of the ITO. Highly concentrated (37%) hydrochloric acid (HCl) was dispensed dropwise onto the Zn
powder and the resulting reaction removed the ITO from the unmasked areas of the substrate. The substrate
is then cleaned through a solvent sonication procedure followed by treatment with an air plasma for 300s,
followed by a rinse with DI water (18.2 MΩ·cm) and subsequent drying under a N2 stream. Substrates were
then rinsed with DI water and cleaned as per the procedure discussed previously. The process provided
a relatively anisotropic etch profile, wherein the feature edges were very close to being perfectly vertical
without significantly rounded edges as seen by stylus profilometry. This templating procedure consequently
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Figure 5.1: Schematic depicting the defined illuminated pixel area of a typical OLED device.
exposed the thickness of the anodic material, a characteristic that is crucial to device function, as ITO
resistivity varies with film thickness.137 The relative thickness of the ITO to the active layers brings with it
an adverse effect rising from the nature of casting a solution processed emissive material onto the templated
anode. For example, the widely utilized emissive poly[2-methoxy-5-(2-ethylhexyloxy)-1,4-phenylenevinylene]
(MEH-PPV) has proven to have an optimal film thickness to be on the order of 75-100nm195 and is used as
a model for OLED and PLED device fabrication, as mentioned in the OLED Laboratory Inception section.
ITO coated onto float glass substrates used in this work (Delta Technologies, Stillwater, MN, USA) is found
to have a thickness of 140.0±20nm (cf. Fig 5.2) and carries with it a surface resistivity of 8-12 Ω ·−1.
As is imaginable, casting a ca. 87.5nm (i.e., 75–100nm) film onto a ca. 140nm cubic feature creates an
extremely thin layer of the solution processed material along the edge of the templated anode feature as
depicted in Figure 5.2. The extrememly thin film provides a less resistive pathway for charge propagation
within the emissive material and thus charge will preferentially flow in these areas. Coupled with this fact,
a concentrated electric field will develop from the horizontal and vertical planes of the ITO anode, adding to
the current density in the emissive material along this area. Furthermore, the inherent inefficiency of state
of the art emissive organic and polymeric materials allows for the production of heat during operation196–198
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Figure 5.2: Stylus profilometry data. Image shows templated ITO on a glass substrate (lower profile) and
a spin-cast ca. 100nm electroluminescent (EL) film (upper profile) on the ITO anode. The gray arrow
indicates the extremely thin film created in fabrication. Inset images show the profilometry starting point
for the sample before (i.) and after (ii.) casting of the EL film for accuracy in comparison (black arrows
show indicative anomaly in the ITO anode).
and it is typically along the edges of these templated areas that device failure is first observed as the polymer
degrades rapidly under the elevated temperatures.
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Figure 5.3: Map of the simulated electric field produced in a typical OLED device architecture. Simulated
bias is +9V to the ITO anode. Construct of the device is simplified for clarity: (a.) ITO anode / PEDOT:PSS
film / Ca cathode and (b.) ITO anode / PBMA buffer on anode edges / PEDOT:PSS film on anode surface
/ Ca cathode. Color contour shows the electric field strength emanating from the ITO anode.
Due to the nearly perfectly vertical etch (known as anisotropic in microchip manufacturing) of the
templated ITO and the extremely thin nature of the film cast thereon, the sharp edge that is in direct
contact with the active material concentrates the field strength between the anode and cathode extends
from the horizontal and vertical planes of the ITO anode (cf. Figures 5.3 and 5.5 (inset)). This addition of
a vertical component allows for the generation of a greater electric field over a finite horizontal lengthscale,
creating a concentrated field along the edge of the anode and adding to the current density propagating
through the film between the electrodes. In order to counteract these effects, an insulating material was
deposited about the anode to planarize the surface and eliminate this high-field situation.
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5.2 Reduction of the enhanced field effect
In order to counteract the effect of the enhanced field created along the edge of the ITO anode, a non-
conductive, low glass transition (Tg) material, poly(butyl methacrylate) (PBMA) is incorporated into the
device architecture (cf. Figure 5.5). PBMA was chosen primarily for its low Tg for ease of annealing the
films if necessary,199 however other dielectric materials such as poly(methyl methacrylate), polystyrene and
photoresist materials have been investigated as well.
5.2.1 Emulsion polymerization of butyl methacrylate
A 250mL four-necked round bottom flask was used as the reaction vessel. The vessel was rinsed three times
with DI water prior to being filled with 160g of DI water (ρv = 18.2MΩ·cm). The vessel was sealed, heated
to 50◦C and purged with N2 streaming through the water for 30 minutes, stirring at 250 revolutions per
minute (RPM). After the N2 purge, 0.1997g of the surfactant sodium dodecylsulfate (SDS) was added and
the vessel was purged for another 45 minutes. Following the secondary purge, 80g of butyl methacrylate
monomer is added to the aqueous solution at a rate of 1.3g per minute (80g added over a 1 hour duration).
Immediately following complete addition of the monomer, an aqueous initiator solution of 0.03308g·mL−1
of potassium persulfate (KPS) was added to the slurry. The vessel was again purged for 10 minutes prior
to increasing the temperature to 80◦C at a rate of 1◦·min−1. The polymerization was allowed to run for
360 minutes (6 hours) prior to the removal of the heat and introduction of air into the vessel to cease the
reaction.
Dynamic light scattering analysis of the particles after the reaction returned an average colloid diameter of
263.4±68.3nm. The colloids were cleaned through dialysis (Spectra/Por MWCO = 50,000) to remove residual
surfactant, monomer and initiator. The dialysis water was changed ca. every 12 hours with 18.2MΩ·cm DI
water until the conductivity of the dialysis bath measured less than 0.5µS/cm at the end of a 12 hour
period. According to gel permeation chromatography (GPC), molecular weight of the PBMA was Mn =
467, 800g·mol−1, Mw = 2, 105, 000g·mol−1, with a polydispersity index (PDI) = 4.50, with respect to a
polystyrene standard with Mw ranging from 2,770 to 994,000g·mol−1. Differential scanning calorimetry
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(DSC) exhibited a glass transition temperature (Tg) of ca. 35◦C, which was one of the more attractive
aspects of this polymer.
Figure 5.4: Dynamic scanning calorimetry data of poly(butyl methacrylate) prepared by emulsion polymer-
ization. Glass transition temperature is shown at ca. 35◦C.
The PBMA was synthesized orignially for an attempt to serve as a binder material in the final EL
dispersion. The colloids are soft at room temperature and a crosslinker was not incorporated, the speculation
was to mix the PBMA dispersion with the EL dispersions, cast the films and subsequently expose the device to
a thermal treatment in an attempt to anneal the film and cause the EL colloids to percolate into conductive
pathways while the softer matrix material was flowing about the region of the film. Other interesting
characteristics of PBMA were the optical and electronic properties. Thin films of PBMA are transparent
to the eye, allowing light emitted from the EL colloids to freely escape the film. Additionally, PBMA is
non-conductive, the hope was to force current flow solely into the emissive particles, thereby enhancing the
efficiency of the overall device and possibly observe a higher luminescence. Unfortunately, no light emission
was ever observed from devices prepared with this architecture.
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5.2.2 Reduction of the field enhancement after application of the dielectric
planarizing layer
The PBMA suspension is dried and then dissolved in chloroform (CHCl3) to a concentration of 25g/L and
spin cast onto the device substrate to a thickness of ca. 200nm. The PBMA is then removed from the
face of the ITO anode with a cotton-tipped applicator soaked in CHCl3. Alternatively (cf. Appendix B),
a positive photoresist is used to illustrate more complex templating abilities for device applications. The
positive photoresist HPR 504 (Arch Chemicals, Inc.) is spin cast at 4,000RPM onto a 362.9mm2 ITO anode
and soft baked for 60s at ca. 80◦C. The substrate is aligned to a printed mask and exposed to UV light
(Kepro Circuit Systems, Inc. model BTX-200A Ultraviolet Exposure Frame) for 60s. Substrates are agitated
in OPD 4262 developer (Arch Chemicals, Inc.) until the pattern is visible. The resist is then hard baked for
600s at ca. 135◦C for subsequent cleaning, treatment and deposition procedures.
These preparations deactivate the ITO surface and consequently the substrate needs to be retreated with
the air plasma for 180s to reintroduce the hydrophilicity of the ITO for effective spin casting of the active
materials. Due to the need to retreat the surface of the device at this point in the fabrication procedure, the
dielectric material is deposited to a thickness of ca. 200nm, and during plasma treatment is etched down to
a thickness corresponding to the thickness of the ITO anode, creating a more planar surface. The emissive
material can then be spin cast within the feature created by the dielectric to thickness observed to be optimal
for the material.
The electric field produced between the electrodes was simulated with QuickField c© software, Student
version 5.5.2.616. Simulated device architecture is ITO / PEDOT:PSS / Ca and ITO / PBMA + PE-
DOT:PSS / Ca. PEDOT:PSS is used in the simulation as it is the binder material in the final architecture,
thus being able to be assumed a model system for the simulation. The simulated bias on the device is 9V .
The relative permittivity, of the PBMA buffer material, εPBMA, is ≈ 3.8200,201 and the relative permittivity
of the PEDOT:PSS film εPEDOT ≈ 3.0.142 As evidenced in the simulated images, without incorporation of
the dielectric buffer, an increase in energy density is observed at the outer edges of the anode. After the
dielectric buffer is applied, the uniformity of the field within the emissive area, as well as the reduction in
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energy density, was clearly seen. Additionally, from the space-charge limited conduction (SCLC) relation
(Eqn. 2.1),148 it is again evident how current density varies inversely with film thickness, giving rise to over-
abundant charge flow at areas of thinner semiconductive polymer films. It is possible this increased current
density contributes to vibronic interactions and non-emissive decay resulting in excessive heat production in
the film.198
Figure 5.5: Device architecture employed for emissive devices in this effort (inset shows illustration of ca.
100nm film cast onto a ca. 150nm cubic structure)
Application of a dielectric material to the anode serves to suppress the concentrated electric field created
by the edge of the anode through dipolar interactions within the dielectric film, as well as, and more simply,
prevent current flow through the emissive layer(s) at the ITO edges where the field is more concentrated.
This allows the emissive area to experience a more uniform electric field, thus resulting in the uniform pixel
illumination observed in devices fabricated with a dielectric buffer material, cf. Figure 5.6. Two types of
devices are depicted in Figure 5.6, both showing templated devices, one without a dielectric buffer material
and one with the dielectric. Devices without the dielectric material (Figure 5.6(a.) and (b.)) have the
emissive material deposited completely over a templated ITO surface, creating the thin material layer at the
edge of the anode. Once energized, one can observe from the photograph the enhanced brightness at the
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convergence of the anode and cathode, wherein the film thickness is drastically decreased along the anode
edge. Devices fabricated with a dielectric buffer incorporated into the architecture (Figure 5.6cȧnd d)̇ exhibit
the even pixel illumination resulting from sequestering the emissive material from the high-field edge of the
anode, as device templating is defined by the dielectric material and not either of the electrodes, allowing
for a planar, uniformly thick emissive layer.
Figure 5.6: Photographs of energized devices showing (a.) device under laboratory lighting without a
dielectric buffer material, (b.) energized device without the buffer material showing the field enhancement
at the convergence of the cathode and anode, (c.) device under laboratory lighting showing the dielectric
buffer material, in this case a positive photoresist and (d.) the device with the dielectric under bias showing
elimination of the enhanced field effect and uniform emissive area illumination.
Comparative current-voltage-luminance data for a random sample of devices are shown in Table 5.1.
Typically, incorporation of the dielectric buffer material into the device architecture provided an improve-
ment in the luminous output and efficiency of one order of magnitude or greater, coinciding with uniform
pixel illumination. The decrease in recorded current flowing through the device circuit is indicative of the
elimination of the enhanced field and increased current density found at the edge of the ITO anode, as
determined by Eq. 2.1.
Elimination of this adverse field effect along the ITO edge allows for a more controlled testing environment
without concern for devices failing prematurely due to inconsistencies in film thickness. The materials are
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Table 5.1: Comparative device characteristics for devices with and without the dielectric incorporated into
the architecture.
Pre-dielectric Post-dielectric
luminance (cd/m2) 1.15±0.35 11.36±2.67
current (mA) 68.76±28.6 29.82±19.64
efficiency (cd/A) 2.01x10−4±1.46x10−4 4.57x10−3±1.63x10−3
J (A/cm2) 0.573±0.238 0.373±0.245
then able to be characterized to their full potenetial, limited only by the ability of the emissive material and




6.1 Emissive colloidal film depostion
Although the size distribution of the particles allows for a relatively close-packed film of colloidal particles,
it is a rare occurence for the colloidal film to be perfectly continuous. Discontinuity in the film allows for the
underlying ITO layer to be exposed to a degree that upon deposition of the metallic cathode a short circuit
is formed when the anodic and cathodic materials make direct contact. This direct contact serves as a least
resistive pathway and current applied to the device selectively propagates along these short circuit routes,
bypassing the EL particles altogether and no light emission occurs.
This unfortuante circumstance is immediately evident in the current-voltage characteristics, as the current
increase will give a linear slope cf. Fig. 7.18, indicative of an Ohmic contact implying a direct pathway
without the dielectric breakdown characteristics of a working diode. In order to alleviate this hindrance,
a binder material was mixed in with the colloidal dispersion to fill in undesired gaps in the film as well as
planarize the EL layer and eliminate field singularites that can occur as a result of of an uneven cathode.
All solution processable materials used in this work were deposited via. spin casting, and all solutions were
concentrated such that a 2000RPM spin would yield a thin film ca. 125nm thick.
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6.2 Deposition attempts of individual emissive colloids
As stated, organic materials have proven amenable to large-scale production of displays, with device size
being limited only by the size of the substrate on which the device is fabricated. Converse to this, organic
materials are also amenable to the fabrication of very small devices with architectures in the sub-micron
range.202–205 The ability to form emissive devices on an ultra-small scale can have immense benefits for
information display technologies, not only for entertainment but for other scientific and medical imaging
applications such as deep-space exploration, electron microscopy, MRI and robotically assisted surgery.
Given the semiconductive nature of each individual particle and the architecture of the device, it is evident
that each particle behaves as an individual device, conducting current and emitting light. This chapter will
present a novel attempt to address individual colloidal particles in order to harvest light emission from a
source less than one micron in diameter.
Current research thrusts in havesting a light emission from single quantum-dot (QD) particles are focused
on using a very low concentration of QDs dispersed in a fluid medium and casting a film such that a small
number of QDs are sparsely dispersed in a resistive matrix, adhering to a thin-film mentality of device
fabrication.206–208 This QD film is sandwiched between two electrodes and EL from individual particles was
characterized via a seek and analyze methodology. The solution containing the QDs was extremely lowly
concentrated with the particles, so any observed emission from a point source was analyzed as emission from
a single QD particle.
Conversely, attempts at creating extremely small EL sources have included casting EL polymer solutions
into electron beam (E-beam) lithography defined features, typically a small hole in an insulating matrix.
Feature size in this case is directly dependent on the surface energy of the solvent solution, i.e., if the surface
tension is too high, the solution, and consequently the material attempting to be deposited, will not permeate
into the feature and the device will fail.
A very attractive aspect is the ability to controllably fabricate individual emissive particle devices while
maintaining the electrical addressability of each particle. This concept will serve to facilitate both aspects,
utilizing simple fabrication techniques. Through the use of E-beam lithography, device design is made very
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simple in initial stages, affording the ability to create sub-micron scale devices from a conventional thin
film style architecture. For this, a dielectric poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) thin film is spin cast onto
an ITO coated glass substrate to a thickness corresponding to the diameter of the emissive particles to be
used. Particle encompassing features are defined by exposure to a concentrated electron beam, weakening
polymeric bonds thus allowing the exposed areas to be removed in subsequent development procedures, in
this case a rinse in a 2-propanol:DI water mixture with exposure to ultrasonic power, leaving user-defined
features in which the emissive particles can be deposited, as shown in Fig. 6.1.209,210
The controlled deposition of the particles is carried out using a modified dip-coating procedure. Dip-
coating involves the immersion of a substrate into a solution or suspension of the material attempting
to be deposited. In this case, a dilute suspension of emissive MEH-PPV particles is used. The emissive
particles carry an inherent surface charge as analyzed by the zeta potential (ζ). For a typical batch of
miniemulsion prepared EL colloidal particles, ζ ≈ -28.31 ± 4.35mV, so in order to direct the particles into
the lithographically defined features, a forward bias is applied to the ITO surface in an immersed counter-
electrode method.211–223 The device substrate and a second ITO coated glass slide were mounted onto the
dip-coating apparatus immersion holder such that the ITO surfaces were parallel and facing each other. The
forward bias was applied to the device substrate while the reverse bias was applied to the counter slide. A
bias of 3V allowed for a minimal but observable current flow through the aqueous colloidal dispersion.
Immersion of the biased anode coated with the perforated dielectric promotes the migration of the
particles to the feature sites, further embedded by the meniscal forces of the aqueous medium upon withdrawl
from the dispersion. With the particles securely in place, a metallic cathode can be deposited onto the device,
in this case via. resistive evaporation, thus completing the diode and the overall device structure.
Unfortunately, no emission was observed from these devices and further attempts, as well as alternative
fabrication techniques, were not pursued, although the controlled particle deposition via a bias-enhanced dip
coating procedure did prove promising.
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Figure 6.1: Feature array.
Figure 6.2: Large (≥ 1µm) feature filled with emissive particles.
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6.3 Flexographic printing of OLED devices
Another very attractive aspect of creating libraries of electroluminescent latex materials is the ability to
formulate the material into a suspension suitable for high-throughput printing methods. Ink-jet printing
of colloidally based EL devices has been demonstrated,224–227 and in one case the idea of a light emitting
electrochemical cell (LEC) was exploited in order to satisfy the characteristically thick films formed during
the printing process.228 LECs operate much like a typical inorganic crystalline LED device, under an applied
bias the entirety of the material takes on an ambipolar semblance forming a p-n junction at a point in the
material midway between the cathode and anode.229–231 The material in these cases is a polymer electrolyte
doped with emissive species of some sort. As stated, under an electric field charge migrates within the
electolyte to corresponding electrodes and the intrinsic zone is formed centrally to the electrodes, in which
exciton formation can occur, emitting light upon relaxation to the ground state. These devices were printed
between interdigitated electrodes to demonstrate control and precision in the ink-jet printing technique.
Ink-jet printing, although attractive for its precision and low material consumption, is a slow process
that is not acquiescent to large area device fabrication, i.e., for display and room lighting applications
where demand for device sizes can approach several square meters. Inks for ink-jet and roll-to-roll printing
techniques vary greatly in their formulation, as expected given the kinetics of the different processes. In
the ink-jet process, the ink is heated in the print head, forming a bubble near the nozzle. The pressure of
the bubble drives the ink through the nozzle and is deposited onto the print media. This process exhibits
excellent control and resolution,232 but is lacking from a high-throughput standpoint. Therefore, roll-to-roll
printing techniques were explored.
Flexographic and gravure style printing are two techniques, similar in execution, that were investigated in
this work. Flexographic printing is named for the flexible photopolymer printing plates used in the process.
In the flexographic process, the ink is housed in a well and absorbed by an anilox roller, a ceramic or metallic
roll with micron-sized indentations that draw the ink through capillary forces. The amount of ink on the
anilox roll is regulated by a doctor blade set perpendicularly to the surface of the roll, removing excess ink.
Ink held by the anilox roll is then transferred to the printing plate mounted on another roller. The printing
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Figure 6.3: Flexographic (a.) and gravure (b.) ink test printing machines used in this work.
plate has a raised reverse image of the pattern to be printed. Ink adheres to the raised pattern and is then
transferred to the print media mounted on the final roller. The process is capable of very high speed printing,
and in this work the apparatus was operated at a rate of 25m·min−1.
The gravure process is similar to the flexographic process, but does not use a printing plate for definition
of the printed pattern, instead the indentations of the anilox roll define the pattern. The gravure process is
amenable to a lower viscosity ink, however the creation of or changing to a new anilox roll for each desired
print pattern creates a drawback to the process.
Formulation of a printable ink from the EL dispersions required a delicate balance of typical ink additives
in order to optimize the surface energy of the material, the viscosity and the drying rate. In typical ink
formulations, the ink consists of the pigment and a solvent, and can include surfactants (to alter the surface
energy of the material), additional volatile solvents or humectants (to control the rate of drying after print-
ing), waxes (to serve as a binder material), or resins (to alter the viscosity of the material). The concentration
of these additives is optimized for a specific material to prevent printing failures such as poor/excessive ad-
hesion, inconsistent films from poor drying (can result in “wavy” films by aggregation within the material
from uneven film drying), cracking, and several other issues that may arise from poorly formulated inks.
6.4 Metallic cathode deposition
Depostion of the metallic cathode was carried out through a resistive evaporation technique. The metallic
cathode, though itself was not studied for device optimization, requires many careful considerations in order
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Figure 6.4: Photographs of test-printed electroluminescent colloidal inks under ambient laboratory lighting
(a.) and ultraviolet lighting (b.) showing the photoluminescence of the printed ink.
to effectively and reproducibly study an emissive material. Evaporation was chosen over a plasma enhanced
physical vapor deposition (PEPVD), or sputtering, for the preservation of the polymeric films the metal
cathode was grown upon. Initial attempts at sputter coating thin films of polystyrene colloidal monolayers
proved detrimental to the polymer film, therefore a less energetic method was explored.
The metallic cathode utilized in this work is a bilayer system composed of a thin calcium (Ca) layer
which is subsequently capped with a thicker aluminum (Al) layer. In this system, Ca serves as the primary
electron injection cathode and Al provides protection from oxidation prior to testing, mechanical stability
for the application of the test leads, and reflection of light emitted from the active layer. Organic emitters,
unlike their inorganic crystalline counterparts, emit light omnidirectionally, adding a degree of difficulty to
the characterization of the light emitted external to the device. This reflector aids in harvesting as much
light as possible in the current construct.
Calcium and aluminum were used predominantly in this work, however several alternate materials were
used in the investigation of the emissive materials being studied. Table 6.1 lists the materials explored
along with physical properties of interest. Calcium was chosen as a low work function (φ) metal for an
effective injection of negative charge carriers (electrons) into the active layers. Work function is defined as
the amount of energy needed to release an electron at the Fermi level of the material into the so-called vacuum
level, freeing the electron to propagate as current.151 Calcium has a work function (φCa) of ca. 2.9eV233
which provides a relatively low band offset (Schottky barrier), specifically for the material containing the
oxadiazole moiety for electron transport, allowing for a rather facile injection of eletrons into the electron
transporting material or semiconductive π-conjugated polymer (Fig. 1.4). As seen in the previsous charge
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Table 6.1: Cathodic materials considered in this work. Data taken from Chemical Periodic Table except
lithium fluoride, data courtesy Kurt J. Lesker Co. (supplier).
Material Melting point (◦C) Density (g·cm−3)
Aluminum 660 2.70
Calcium 842 1.54
Lithium fluoride 845 2.64
Magnesium 650 1.74
Silver 962 10.5
injection discussion, this low band offset will allow for an uninhibited current flow from cathode to emissive
material.67
6.4.1 Alternate cathode materials
Lithium fluoride (LiF) is a material currently under investigation as an intermediary layer between the
metallic cathode and emissive organic layer. Films of LiF are extremely thin (typically ≤ 10nm) and the
exact role the material plays is debated in the literature,234 yet the foregone conclusion is the material
does indeed enhance luminance and efficiency on OLED devices.235–239 Application of this material in the
colloidally-based system however showed little effect, if any and was consequently abandoned as an electron
injection material.
Contrary to Ca as a cathode, a magnesium-silver (MgAg) amalgam is commonly used in OLED research
as the amalgam φ also presents a low Schottky barrier. Again, this system is one that carries with it a
great deal of unknown and dispute, as researchers using this form of cathode grow the film in a variety
of techniques, composition has been determined atomistically or volumetrically, in a concentration range
varying as largely as Mg90Ag10 to Mg10Ag90240–243 and the exact role of each material has been explained
through varying and often contradicting viewpoints. The one binding factor in a cathode of this formulation
seems to be the capping with 100-200nm of pure Ag.
Silver was also explored as a cathode material from a printing aspect. A conductive Ag particle based
ink used widely in radio frequency identification (RFID) technology (DuPont) was used for this experiment.
Figure 6.5 presents a micrograph of the Ag ink as printed, revealing the particulate nature of the aqueously
suspended material.
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Figure 6.5: Scanning electron micrograph of the conductive silver ink used as a printed cathode. The bulk
is the ink, the planar surface is the indium tin oxide anode on a poly(ethylene terephthalate) substrate.
6.4.2 Evaporation procedure for cathode materials
As stated, the cathode utilized in this work was a resistively evaporated bilayer Ca/Al system. Calcium shot
(99.99% pure) was placed into an alumina (Al2O3) crucible such that the crucible was not filled, moreso the
surface area of Ca in contact with the ceramic was visibly maximized. It had been found over numerous
evaporation trials that the rate of Ca depostion was more easily controlled if there was not a large volume of
Ca in the crucible. Metallic film depositon rate is especially important in the fabrication of organic devices
as highly energetic materials striking the organic surface can penetrate too deeply into the thin organic film,
continue to diffuse throughout the organic matrix and inhibit proper function of the device, if not completely
disable the device. Additionally, film morphology can have a drastic effect on the performance of the device.
In order to avoid this, Ca is deposited onto the organic film at a very slow rate, typically ≤ 3.0 Å· s −1 to a
final thickness, TCa, 30.0nm≤TCa ≤ 35.0nm cite.
Aluminum pellets (99.999% pure) are placed into a tungsten (W) basket, in direct contact with the W.
Upon melting, the Al will wet the W filament allowing for excellent control in the deposition process. Since
this was a protective/reflective layer, the deposition parameters are not as important as with the actual







The EL dispersions were characterized through a variety of analytical techniques, including thermogravi-
metric analysis (TGA), differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), field emission scanning electron microscopy
(FESEM), optical absorption (UV-Vis), photoluminescence spectroscopy (PL) and zeta potential (ζ). Due
to the broad size range of the particles, dynamic light scattering (DLS), though it is a widely used particle
characterization method, was not used.
7.1 Thermal properties
7.1.1 Component system
Since the materials used in this work were commercially available and well studied materials, extensive char-
acterizations were not carried out, however, thermal characterizations techniques were utilized in the com-
ponent system case to determine particle composition. High resolution thermogravimetric analysis (TGA)
was used to verify the final particle composition after emulsion and cleaning, given the importance of the
material concentrations for proper charge flow.
TGA was performed on a range of samples in order to establish the proper feed ratio for the components
of the particles such that the final composition was consistent with weight ratios determined previously113
for balanced charge injection and transport in an emissive thin film device, i.e., ca. 72% PVK : 28% tBuPBD.
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Figure 7.1: Thermogravimetric analysis of undoped PVK:tBuPBD component colloids. Feed ratios were
(PVK:tBuPBD) (a.60:40) (b.65:35) (c.70:30) (d.75:25) (e.80:20) by weight.
Observations from the acquired data (cf. Fig 7.1) suggest a feed ratio of ca. 75% PVK : 25% tBuPBD (w/w)
will result in the desired particle composition.
Data were compared to the decomposition point of pure PVK, Td ≈ 400◦C (cf. Fig.7.2) and pure SDS,
Td ≈ 200◦C.244 The individual material decomposition temperatures are clearly evident in the high resolution
TGA scans presented in Figure 7.1. Noticeable is the trend of how starting weight ratios have a nearly linear
affect on the final colloid composition. Final dye concentration was unable to be determined by this method
as the feed ratios of the dyes was a very small concentration as mentioned previously, less than 1% (w/w)
for each dye. Dye doped particle dispersions were not analyzed through TGA due to the low concentration
of the dye in each dispersion, less than 1% by weight for each of the dyes used. Table 7.1 lists the varying
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Figure 7.2: Thermogravimetric analysis of poly(vinyl carbazole) showing decomposition temperature at ca.
400◦C.
Table 7.1: Polymer starting weight ratios and final PVK:tBuPBD concentrations.






feed ratios and final colloid PVK:tBuPBD composition.
7.1.2 Π - conjugated polymer system
Regarding the π-conjugated polymer system investigated, the red and blue emissive dispersions were prepared
from a single material, MEH-PPV and PFO, respectively. The green light emitting dispersion turned out
to be a non-trivial pursuit. Though emulsion of the POPPV material was successfully demonstrated, cf.
Fig 7.3, devices created from these particles showed very poor performance, emitting light with a maximum
luminance less than 1 cd·m−2. With the MEH-PPV and PFO colloidal devices both achieving luminance
values greater than 100 cd·m−2, it was apparent that device emission tailoring would prove unfruitful as the
contribution from the green emitting system would be overpowered. Formulation of these polymer blend
particles was discussed previously, however determination of final particle composition proved unable to be
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Figure 7.3: Scanning electron micrograph of poly(2,5-dioctyl-1,4-phenylenevinylene) particles.
determined by TGA as the decomposition temperatures is similar for both polymers, cf. Figures 7.4 and
7.5. However, incorporation and increasing concentration will be exhibited in the luminescence of these
particles.
7.1.3 Ancillary materials
As mentioned, one of the attractive aspects of the PBMA used in this work was its realtive softness at
room temperature, exhibiting a Tg at ca. 35◦C. Presented here is the DSC scan of PBMA as prepared by
emulsion polymerization. The benefit of a polymer that is relatively soft at ambient temperature affords
the ability to thermally manipulate the material without adverse effects to the higher Tg emissive materials
being investigated.
7.2 Optical properties
This section will discuss the photoabsorption and photoluminescence of all emissive species and particles
created therefrom, in aqueous suspension as well as a colloidal thin film. Instrumentation used for these
studies included a Perkin Elmer Lambda 900 UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometer and an Horiba Jobin Yvon
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Figure 7.4: Thermogravimetric analysis data for poly(9,9-di-n-octylfluorenyl-2,7-diyl).
Fluorolog FL-3-22/Tau-3 Lifetime spectrofluorometer. Experimental parameters were material specific and
will be noted in the according discussion.
7.2.1 Component system
Presented first in this section will be the optical characteristics of the EL dyes used in the work. As
mentioned, the dyes emit in the blue, green and red regions of the visible spectrum, ca. 420, 500 and 600nm,
respectively. Figure 7.7 shows the optical absorption of these materials.
The spectra were normalized for clarity, intensity of each dye at a constant concentration proved to be
significantly different, as shown below in Figure 7.8. Concentration of the dyes in solution in CHCl3 was
consistent with the concentrations used in formation of the emissive particles, 0.6, 0.3% (w/w) in the solvent.
Absorption spectra of PVK is presented in Figure 7.9. PVK has enjoyed extensive photophysical study
over the years,58,91,245–254 and it has been shown to form many emissive complexes including exciton, excimer
and exciplex situations. Although these complexes can exhibit a bathochromic shift in the emission of the
material, the shift is significantly small such that the desired transfer of energy will occur in the final
component style particles, given the spectral overlap and the forced proximity of the carbazole with the
dye molecules co-embedded within the EL particles. The energy transfer mechanism is what afforded the
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Figure 7.5: Thermogravimetric analysis data for poly(2,5-dioctyl-1,4-phenylenevinylene).
ability to tailor the device emission through PL experiments. All dispersions were able to be excited at
the absorption energy of the PVK and demonstrated the dye emission, so upon dispersion mixing, a single
excitation wavelength was used and the relative intensities of the dye emissions was observed and percieved
device emission was qaulitativley estimated from the PL spectra.
An important characteristic of these charge transporting materials is the lack of an absorption energy
within the visible spectrum. If this were the case, these materials could possibly absorb light emitted from
the materials, disrupting the function of the device.
Spectral tailoring by photoluminescence
Creation of a hole transporting–dye–electron transporting component colloidal system allowed for a rather
facile tailoring of device emission. Again, the exploitation of resonance energy transfer within each particle
from the PVK to the dye molecules created a situation in which all dispersions, regardless of emission
wavelength, could be excited at the absorption wavelength of the PVK (≈ 343nm) for the purpose of
photoluminescence analysis. Accordingly, when all three emissive dispersions were mixed, excitation at the
absorption of the PVK generated three independent emission peaks, corresponding with the emission of the
individual dyes, as previously shown in Figure 1.3 and presented here in Figure 7.10.
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Figure 7.6: Dynamic scanning calorimetry analysis of poy(butyl methacrylate).
Evident in the spectra of the green and red light emitting dispersions is a distinct emission at ca. 420
nm, which is an artifact of the PVK emission, as there was not a complete transfer of energy to the dye
molecules at such a low concentration. The presence of this emission initially complicated the dispersion
mixing and subsequent emission tailoring, however the contribution proved to be consistent throughout
experimentation as particle composition was consistent with each emulsion created. It should be noted, that
electroluminescence from an undoped PVK-tBuPBD thin film device exhibited a negligible emission, it was
therefore assumed that any blue light emitted from the PVK would not be detrimental to the tailoring of
EL devices, only slightly complicating the mixing estimation during PL experiments.
Estimation of the final tailored emissions did not follow a simple rule of mixtures given the variability
in each batch created. The actual estimation became an intuitive process and a mathematical fit was
unable to be utilized for a more quantitative tailoring. Some important factors considered during this
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Figure 7.7: Normalized absorption of electroluminescent dyes used in this work. Blue light emitting 7-
diethylamino-4-methylcoumarin (4), green light emitting coumarin 6 (◦) and red light emitting nile red
()
estimation process included the additive quality of the C1 and PVK spectra, the inefficient transfer of
energy from PVK to the C1 and NR dyes and the human response to green light centrally located in the
visible spectrum.169 This system is preferential to the green light emission in both the sense that human
vision is most sensitive to green and the PVK emission spectrum overlaps superbly with the aborption
spectrum of the C6 green emitting dye. The estimation is further complicated by the low human response to
red light and reduced spectral overlap from PVK emission to NR absorption, and further deteriorates with
the practically nonexistent spectral overlap from PVK emission to C1 absorption, coupled with the fact that
C1 was likely being directly excited by the excitation energy. That being said, the concept being pursued
was the ability to inhibit resonant energy tranfer between particles (and ultimately, RGB emissive species)
affording the device and/or material engineer the ability to judiciously tailor the emission of the devices for
specific applications in which a single layer device would prove favorable. A quantitative method for mixing
dispersions of these component systems in order to achieve very specific device emissions was not pursued
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Figure 7.8: Optical absorption of dyes used in this work.
given the limitations of the system, i.e., the low color purity of the blue system (cf. Table 7.2), the gamut
created by the RGB system (cf. Figure 7.13) and the rather low performance of devices created from these
component particles.
Color CIE coordinates (x,y) λd (nm) p
Red 0.56, 0.41 590 0.92
Green 0.33, 0.57 553 0.70
Blue 0.24, 0.28 484 0.35
Cyan 0.28, 0.44 519 0.20
Yellow 0.44, 0.44 578 0.66
Orange 0.48, 0.43 583 0.73
Purple 0.37, 0.33 611 0.11
Table 7.2: Chromaticity coordinates for component system tailored devices. Dominant wavelength (λd) and
color purity (p) are based on the equal energy point of (0.33, 0.33).
Figure 7.11 presents various mixing attempts and the curve shapes that were accepted as “orange” (4),
“purple” (◦) and “white” () for use in building devices. The compositions of each tailored dispersion were
achieved by volumetric mixing of RG&B dispersions. For the data presented, the “white mix” consisted
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Figure 7.9: Absorption spectra of poly(9-vinylcarbazole).
of 5 parts red dye-doped colloid dispersion, 1 part green dye-doped dispersion and 1 part blue dye-doped
dispersion by volume. The resulting PL spectra revealed roughly equal green and red emissions with a
contribution from the blue considerably higher, roughly double that of the G and R. Again, this is resultant
from the PL emission of the PVK in each particle and for the estimation of emission of the devices, it
was assumed that blue light PL emission was equally contributed from the PVK and the C1 dye, therefore
contribution from the dye was taken to be roughly half of the total blue emission observed, causing the PL
estimation process to be qualitative rather than quantitative. A judicious scaling of the PVK PL emission
and the C1 dye PL emission was attempted, however without exact particle concentration data the scaling
was ineffectual. However, this estimation process proved to exhibit the desired results when devices were
finally fabricated and characterized, as seen by the EL spectra, CIE coordinates and photographs in Figures
7.12, 7.13 and 8.3, presenting a broad array of device emissions tailored from three individually emissive
dispersions.
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Figure 7.10: Photoluminescence spectra of dye-doped emissive dispersions. Blue light emitting 7-
diethylamino-4-methylcoumarin (4), green light emitting coumarin 6 (◦) and red light emitting nile red
() dye-doped poly(9-vinylcarbazole:2-(4-tert-butylphenyl)-5-(4-biphenylyl)-1,3,4-oxadiazole colloidal dis-
persions.
7.2.2 Π-conjugated polymer system
The system comprised of emissive particles created from π-conjugated polymers, without artifact emission
from a matrix polymer, proved easier to mix dispersions for an exact tailoring of the devices, however
in this work a tuning was demonstrated as opposed to a direct tailoring. Dispersions were combined in
predetermined ratios by volume to show a dominant–wavelength emission “migration” from one primary
color to the next. Presented here are the absorption and photoemission characteristics of the primary color
emitting systems (Figures 7.14, 7.15), photoluminescent studies of the tuning mixtures were not conducted,
emission from these materials was studied purely from an eletroluminescent perspective.
The absorption spectra presented show distinct absorption energies for the PFO and MEH-PPV poly-
mers, however for the green emissive dispersion the absorption is not as clear. Due to the duality of the
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Figure 7.11: Photoluminescent (PL) estimation of the emission of devices. Presented are the PL tuning
spectra for white (), orange (4) and purple (◦) light emitting devices.
green emitting particles, absorption energies from both the PFO and POPPV polymers are present, however
the PFO exhibits a much stronger absorption than the POPPV, which is apparent as a shoulder accompa-
nying the PFO spectrum. Unfortunately, absorption spectroscopy was also unable to be used to determine
dispersion concentration of the two polymers due to the lack of an isosbestic point.
Concurrent to the absorption spectra, the emission of the PFO and MEH-PPV polymers show distinct
emissions in the blue and red regions of the visible spectrum, respectively, however the spectrum of the green
light emitting particles demonstrates the emissions from both species compartmentalized in the particles.
However, as will be presented, EL spectra of devices created from these hybrid particles demonstrated a
greater energy transfer to the lower energy emitter, allowing the green emission to dominate in the actual
application of the particles.
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Figure 7.12: Electroluminescent spectra of red, orange, yellow, green, cyan, blue, purple and white-light
emitting colloidal devices.
Figure 7.13: CIE coordinate space showing emission colors of spectrally tailored colloidal devices.
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Figure 7.14: UV-visible absorption spectra of conjugated polymer based colloidal dispersions. Blue light
emitting poly(9,9-di-n-octylfluorenyl-2,7-diyl) (), green light emitting hybrid poly(9,9-di-n-octylfluorenyl-
2,7-diyl):poly(2,5-dioctyl-1,4-phenylenevinylene) (◦) and red light emitting poly[2-methoxy-5-(2-ethylhexyl-
oxy)-1,4-phenylenevinylene] (4).
7.3 Thin film characteristics
Thin films cast from these dispersions took on interesting characteristics that proved to frustrate device
performance. As is expected from any spherical packing situation, the incidence of pinholes and other
film defects is highly probable and often unavoidable. Given the film thickness (and corresponding colloid
diameter) requirements and the fabrications techniques involved, film morphology was a major variable in
the work. The ideal model of a colloidally based device would include particles with a consistent diameter
and very little deviation from a mean. Device function would then necessitate a close packed spherical
multilayer in which pinholes formed at particulate intersections in the bottom layer would be capped by the
enirety of the particles forming the top layer(s), as depicted in Figures 7.16,7.17. Evident in this rendition
of a hexagonal packing situation is the need for several layers in order to effectively block any pinholes
that may be formed as the particles assemble into a layered morphology assuming an ideal scenario. In
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Figure 7.15: Photoluminescence of red (4), green (◦) and blue () light emitting π-conjugated polymer
based colloidal dispersions.
this case, provided the initial layer forms a perfectly hexagonal close packed (hcp) film, the arrangement
of the pinholes formed may necessitate a second and even third layer of particles to be deposited in order
to effectively fill these holes. As seen in previous SEM micrographs and presented here in Figure 7.20,
the polydispersity of the the dispersions aided somewhat in the formation of a continuous colloidal film,
however pinholes were still found in films cast from a dispersion without any incorporation of a binder
material. Several transparent, nonconductive polymers were investigated as a binder for the colloidal films,
including poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA), poly(vinyl carbazole) (PVK), poly(styrene sulfonate) (PSS) and the
aforementioned poly(butyl methacrylate) (PBMA). The PVA and PSS were simply mixed into the EL
dispersions in solution form in various volumetric ratios prior to spin casting of the material. SEM and
stylus profilometry proved inconclusive, as the binder would not be apparent in the microscopic images nor
would the stylus, with a tip radius of 5µm be able to detect sub-micron pinholes. Therefore, devices were
fabricated from these materials with PVA and PSS incorporated as a binder material with very little success.
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Figure 7.16: Representation of possible ideal colloid packing in a spherical hexagonal close packing situation.
Figure 7.17: Representation of possible ideal colloid packing in a spherical square packing situation.
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Only device fabricated from the PVA mixtures demonstrated any luminous output, however the intensity
was limited to < 1cd·m−2, which proved to be an optimum value before the concentration of PVA became
significantly low as to allow for a short circuiting event, in which the current-voltage-luminance (I-V-L)
curves showed an Ohmic response (linear I-V curve) with no light emission, as shown in Figure 7.18.
Figure 7.18: Current-voltage-luminance plot showing an Ohmic response to an applied electric field. Devices
demonstrating this characteristic were dismissed as short-circuited due to the lack of a dielectric breakdown
and purely resistive quality.
Poly(vinyl carbazole), due to its insolubility in water, was not mixed into the EL dispersions, rather,
attempts were made at casting a thin layer of the conductive polymer over a previously cast colloidal film.
As with the water soluble binders, this effort proved unfruitful, as the solvent carrying the PVK, CHCl3,
partially dissolved the EL colloids since they were not crosslinked or otherwise stabilized during the emulsion
procedure. Spin casting of the CHCl3 solution onto the colloidal film washed most of the particles from the
substrate, effectively destroying the emissive layer.
Poly(butyl methacrylate) was investigated in yet another manner. The PBMA was synthesized through an
emulsion polymerization previously described and this aqueous dispersion was mixed with the EL dispersions,
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again in varying concentrations. The PBMA/EL colloid films were then exposed to a heat source under the
hypothesis that the low Tg PBMA (Tg≈35◦C) would flow, forming a solid matrix in which the EL colloids
could percolate and form conductive pathways within the nonconductive matrix, thus enhancing the efficiency
of the devices and eliminating the pinhole defects. The heat source was sufficiently high in order to cause the
soft polymer to flow, yet sufficiently low to not harm the EL particles in the film. However, this attempt was
also unsuccessful as the PBMA did not flow as hypothesized, and pinholes remained in the film, as evidenced
in Figure 7.19. From the graph of the current versus voltage the Ohmic behavior of the device is evident,
Figure 7.19: Current-voltage-luminace plot of typical poly(butyl methacrylate) percolation devices.
revealing the device is behaving as a simple resistor and not a diode. An Ohmic device exhibits a linear
current–voltage (I-V) relation as seen, whereas a functioning device would show a rapid change in slope at
the dielectric breakdown point, suggesting charge is being injected into the semiconductive material and
begins to flow after substantial build-up. Throughout this work, Ohmic I-V characteristics were indicative
of devices experiencing a short circuit.
The final and successful method in which the pinhole issues was addressed included using PEDOT:PSS not
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as a hole injection layer or anode planarization layer, but as a binder for the emissive particles. As mentioned,
a highly resistive formulation was used under the hypothesis that charge would preferentially flow through
the emissive particles and not through the PEDOT:PSS film possibly forming a direct pathway between
anode and cathode, effectively short-circuiting the device. Presented here are two micrographs showing
the colloidal thin films before and after addition of the PEDOT:PSS as a binder material. Highlighted
in Figure 7.20(a.) are areas of exposed ITO anode visible under SEM analysis. Upon evaporation of the
metallic cathode onto the film, the metal would fill these voids, directly contacting the anode creating a least
resistive pathway for current flow thus disabling the device. Figure 7.20(b.) shows a planar film with a high
concentration of emissive colloids embedded in a PEDOT:PSS matrix.
Figure 7.20: Scanning electron micrographs of colloidal films (a.) prior to and (b.) after addition of




All fabricated devices in this work were tested under an inert argon (Ar) environment in order to alleviate
oxidative effects that can be accelerated in polymers by current flow and resultant Joule heating. Both
moisture and oxygen were maintained less than 1ppm during both metallization and testing.
The testing procedure was a computer contolled bias dependent process, a forward bias being ramped
in 1 volt (V) increments while current and luminance data were recorded after each increase. Current
was recorded in amperes (A) and luminance values were recorded in candelas per square meter (cd·m−2).
Candelas per sqaure meter (sometimes called “nits”) is a unit of brightness used to define an emissive device.
The forward test lead was connected to the ITO anode and the negative test lead to the Ca/Al cathode,
thus completing the circuit. A photograph of a typical device connected for testing is found in Appendix A,
Figure A.36.
8.1 Component system
Devices fabricated from the component colloids were built according to two different architectures. The first,
which will be referred to as the “pixel” devices, were comprised of a templated ITO anode, the prepared
PBMA solution spin cast upon and subsequently removed from the ITO surface, the EL colloid / PEDOT:PSS
mixture spin cast within the area defined by the PBMA and finally a pair of Ca/Al cathodes with similar
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dimensions to the ITO anode, deposited perpendicularly to the ITO, this metal–ITO intersection forming
the defined pixel area. This architecture is illustrated in Figure 8.1. This architecture served as the standard
for device testing in this work. The amount of material used proved to be very small, using as little as
35µL of the prepared dipsersion mixture for each device constituting two pixels. As previously discussed,
controlling the deposition of the emissive mixture with the PBMA film allowed for the testing of the material
to its full potential without worry of early failure from Joule heating or short circuiting, or inconsistent data
from the excessive field.
Figure 8.1: Device architecture showing a pixel defined by the intersection of the anode and cathode and
compartmentalization by a poly(butyl methacrylate) thin film.
The alternative approach to device fabrication allowed for the creation of devices templated into the
Clemson University Tiger Paw athletic logo. The photolithography procedure is described in detail in
Appendix B, and for this work was carried out in a class 10/100 clean room environment. In this case, the
substrates were considerably larger, 2.54cm on each side with the ITO being etched back from three of the
sides ca. 2mm, as per the illustration in Figure 8.2.
A positive photoresist was spin cast over the entirety of the substrate and prepared for UV light exposure
as per the procedure in App. B. The Tiger Paw logo shadow masks were then aligned such that the entirety
of the image was within the ITO field, creating a Tiger Paw logo relief over the ITO anode after exposure
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Figure 8.2: Illustration of a device substrate prepared for fabrication into a Clemson University Tiger Paw
logo OLED device.
and development. The various emissive colloid–PEDOT:PSS mixtures were then spin cast within the relief
and the metal cathode was deposited over the structure except for a 3mm x 18.4mm area along the edge
where the ITO was not removed during the etch process, creating a viable lead attachment point for the
positive test lead. The photoresist material is inherently dielectric, therefore current was forced to flow only
through the Tiger Paw logo relief, thus creating Clemson University Tiger Paw logo shaped OLED devices
of an array of colors, as seen in Figure 8.3.
Current-voltage-luminance plots for typical red, green and blue light emitting devices are shown in
Figures 8.4,8.5,8.6. The plots demonstrate the “turn-on voltage” for light emission as well as current flow
(dielectric breakdown), as this is determined by the change in slope of the plot. In the ideal case, the slope
of both plots will change at the same voltage, suggesting that light emission begins as current begins to flow
through the device. If this is the case, the charge injection and/or transport is balanced such that an equal
number of positive and negative charge carriers are injected and begin recombination nearly immediately,
emitting photons of light. In the case of the component system, this balance occurs when the ratios of hole
transporting and electron transporting moieties are incorporated in optimal ratios. For this work, these
ratios were taken from literature113 and used in an effort to limit variablility in the system.
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Figure 8.3: Electroluminescent Clemson University Tiger Paw athletic logo devices. Red (a.), orange (b.),
green (c.), cyan (d.), blue (e.), purple (f.) and white (g.) light emitting devices are pictured.
Interestingly, Figure 8.7 reveals an unfortunate and somewhat common anomaly caused by fabrication of
devices in an unclean environment. The initial Ohmic response is indicative of a short circuit in the device
caused by contamination in the thin emissive film. This contamination is, however, not detrimental to the
device as the area around the short circuit pathway overheats and eventually burns away, leaving behind
the more uniform planar entirety of the film. After this initial burnout, the device is able to recover and
function as normal, as seen in the remainder of the plot. Determination of an exact current turn on voltage
is often not possible, yet the characteristics of the device luminance are still apparent.
8.2 Π - conjugated polymer system
Devices fabricated from the π-conjugated polymer based colloidal particles exhibited a much higher luminous
output than devices formed from the component system particles, typically on the order of several hundred
cd·m−2. Figures 8.8,8.9,8.10 show the I-V-L characteristics of typical PFO, PFO:POPPV and MEH-PPV
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Figure 8.4: Current-voltage-luminance plot of a nile red doped component colloidal device.
colloid devices.
As stated, these devices were not fabricated to demonstrate a specific tailoring of emissions, rather a
tuning about the gamut of emissions created by the primary color light emitting systems. The gamut for
the system is defined by the primary color emissions of the devices created from unmixed dispersions.
Shown in Figure 8.11 are the EL emissions from the red, green and blue primary color light emitting
devices. Evident here are the distinct maximum emissions at ca. 575, 515 and 435nm, respectively. The
accompanying CIE coordinates are MEH-PPV (0.61,0.40), PFO:POPPV (0.27,0.49) and PFO (0.16,0.18) (cf.
Fig. 8.15) demonstrate quantitatively the device emissions. Also shown in this CIE color space figure are the
coordinates of the emission tuned devices as two-color systems were mixed to show tunability throughout
the gamut created by the individual systems.
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Figure 8.5: Current-voltage-luminace plot for coumarin 6 doped component colloidal device.
Figure 8.6: Current-voltage-luminance plot of a coumarin 1 doped component colloidal device.
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Figure 8.7: Current voltage luminance plot of a coumarin 6 doped component colloidal device showing the
effect of contamination in the emissive film. The sharp linear increase in current (Ohmic response) shows a
momentary short in the device.
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Figure 8.8: Current-voltage-luminance plot of a poly(9,9-di-n-octylfluorenyl-2,7-diyl) colloidal device.
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Figure 8.9: Current-voltage-luminance plot of a poly(9,9-di-n-octylfluorenyl-2,7-diyl):poly(2,5-dioctyl-1,4-
phenylenevinylene) colloidal device.
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Figure 8.10: Current-voltage-luminance plot of a poly[2-methoxy-5-(2-ethylhexyloxy)-1,4-phenylenevinylene]
colloidal device.
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Figure 8.11: Electroluminescent spectra of red (4), green (◦) and blue () light emitting conjugated polymer
colloid devices.
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Figure 8.12: Electroluminescent spectra presenting tuning across the blue-green color line.
Figure 8.13: Electroluminescent spectra presenting tuning across the red-green color line.
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Figure 8.14: Electroluminescent spectra presenting tuning across the red-blue color line.







• It has been shown that the use of colloidal particles in organic light emitting diode devices serves to
effectively control the perceived emission of the devices. Compartmentalization of emissive species
serves to maintain the independent emission of each species, allowing for a controlled combination of
red, green and blue light emission in order to tailor emissive devices for specific applications.
• It has been shown that it is possible to temporarily suspend an insoluble π-conjugated polymer and
encapsulate it in a host polymeric colloidal particle creating a processable aqueous dispersion. Ad-
ditionally, the excellent spectral overlap of the emission of the host material and absorption of the
emissive species is favorable to preserve the emission of the primary material, with little consequence
to the performance of the material and devices fabricated therefrom.
• It has been shown that it is possible to eliminate the uncontrolled enhancement and consequent early
failure in organic and polymeric light-emitting devices through the application of an insulating buffer
material to the face of the ITO anode. Creation of a valley bound by the dielectric in which to deposit
the emissive material(s) allows for favorable device operation with highly reproducible results.
• Electroluminescent latexes can be formulated into printable inks for use in printed luminescent and
photovoltaic devices.
• Due to the independent functionality of the particles, ultra small scale emissive devices can be created
through a bias-driven colloid deposition into electron beam lithography defined features.
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Appendix A
OLED fabrication manual specific to
COMSET Laboratories
A.1 Introduction
This manual presents organic light-emitting diode (OLED) fabrication techniques specific to the labora-
tories and equipment available in the Center for Optical Materials Science and Engineering Technologies
(COMSET) at Clemson University. This manual will cover all aspects of device fabrication from obtaining
substrates to presenting your data. Many of the processes and tools utilized in this procedure had been
developed for semiconductor microchip fabrication, and herein will adhere to many of the practices and
protocols involved in order to create electroluminescent devices with high reproducibility.
The materials and tools included in this procedure and described in this manual are:
• Device materials








2. Isopropyl alcohol (IPA)
3. Deionized (DI) water
4. Zinc (Zn) powder, 100 mesh
5. Hydrochloric acid (HCl), 37%
• Process tools
1. Keithely 2001 digital multimeter (DMM)
2. Fisher Scientific mechanical ultrasonic cleaner
3. Harrick Plasma PDC-32G plasma cleaner/sterilizer
4. Chemat Technology KW-4A spin coater
5. Specialty Coating Systems G3-P spin coater
6. Fisher Scientific Isotemp digital hot plate/stirrer
7. KLA Tencor Alpha Step 200 surface profilometer
8. Denton Vacuum DV-502 thermal evaporator
9. Keithley 228A current/voltage source
10. Keithley 2000 digital multimeter
11. Konica-Minolta LS110 luminance meter
12. Konica-Minolta CS100 chromameter
This manual is designed to be a guide for fabrication of OLED devices, as each device will be different
depending on materials, laboratory conditions, process tool performance as well as the fabricator’s attention
to detail, creativity and experience. These procedures are, of course, not the final word on polymeric light
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emitting diode device fabrication, nor are they intended as such, however, gross negligence in following this
procedure can result in equipment failure and poor device performance.
A.2 Substrate Preparation
The cardinal rule with any nano-scale fabrication process in cleanliness. Clean rooms, vacuum systems, and
gowning were all developed in order to protect nano-scale devices from particulates and other contamination
that are detrimental to device function. The fabricator must be conscious of this fact at all times during
the fabrication process, since this will not be carried out in a clean room environment. It is therefore
important to maintain certain habits, such as keeping exposed substrates covered, for example in a glass
petri dish, depositing emissive and active layer materials immediately after cleaning the substrate to prevent
dust accumulation and always wear gloves to protect the substrates from oils and other contamination that
can be tranfered from the human body to the device substrate.
A.2.1 ITO templating via Zn/HCl etching
In order to define the pattern and active area of a device, a single pixel device can be created by templating
the idium tin oxide (ITO) that is coated on glass substrates. This process involves removing ca. 75% of the
ITO from the glass substrate to create a single strip of ITO across the length of the substrate. The etch
process is carried out prior to cleaning the substrate, the large feature size does not require the substrate
to be perfectly clean to avoid defects. The substrates used are 12.5 x 12.5 mm2 glass slides that have
been coated previously with ITO (figure A.1) which have been purchased from Delta Technologies, Ltd. in
Stillwater, MN.
In order to have the substrates cut into the 12.5 mm by 12.5 mm pieces, when ordering refer to quote
number 06-135-2, which is a quote for ca. 600 pieces, ITO coated on one side of the substrate with a resistance
of 8 to 12 Ω/, part number CG-50IN-12.7x12.7x0.7.
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Figure A.1: Device substrates as delivered
Preparation
Since the ITO is coated on only one side of the substrate, it is imperative to test the substrate with a
multimeter to determine which side is coated with the ITO. A Keithley 2001 digital multimeter (DMM) is
available for this test. Simply turn on the DMM by depressing the power button, the unit will go through
its boot up cycle and begin in the mode to read direct current voltage. Change the unit to resistance
measurement by pressing the 2Ω button. The readout should change to “OVERFLOW GΩ”.
A simple resistance measurement will determine the side on which the ITO is coated, as the ITO with
these specifications from the manufacturer will show ca. 25Ω across the substrate. Readings taken on the
non-coated side of the substrate will show a resistance greater than what the meter can measure, it will
continue to read “OVERFLOW GΩ”.
Having determined the coated side, it’s a good idea to place a permanent mark on the substrate so that
you can keep track of which side is the ITO coated side. For this, a diamond tipped scribe is located near
the DMM on the work table. The method and nature of the mark is completely at the discretion of the
fabricator, however it should be noted that marking the substrate in the area your pixel will be formed is
detrimental to the process. It has been found that a simple indentifying alpahnumeric character in one corner
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Figure A.2: Setting the DMM to measure resistance.
of the substrate will help to maintain certianty during the process, however, it is important to be consistent,
as a number one in the lower left corner will look just like a number one in the lower right corner should the
sample become inverted, therefore choose a corner and place the mark there every time. It may take some
practice to be able to mark the substrates with the scribe without breaking them, but it is possible, press
firmly but not too hard.
Masking
After marking the substrates, they are masked so that the desired ITO pattern will remain through the
etching process. For this, a small piece of vinyl adhesive tape is used. The tape in this case is actually
automotive pinstriping, chosen for its durability, adhesion, available sizes and low cost. Cut the tape to fit
across the entire substrate, with a little left over both ends so that the tape can be easily removed after
the etch process. Place the tape as close to center as possible, preferably perpendicular to the edge of the
substrate. This does not need to be perfect, but if the ITO anode is far askew, there may be adverse field
effects in the device.
Once the substrates have been masked, it is necessary to ensure the tape is adhered to the ITO uniformly.
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Figure A.3: Checking ITO.
Inverting the substrate will reveal air trapped between the ITO and the tape, so it is necessary to press the
tape down over the entire area. In order to accomplish this, it has been found that using the rounded edge
of a forcep works very well, however, any method will work, as long as the air is totally forced out of the
area and there is a uniform adhesion across the area masked by the tape.
Etching
After applying the mask, the substrates are ready to be etched. First, place the substrates in a glass petri
dish. Then, sprinkle zinc (Zn) powder uniformly over each substrate. The Zn is found in the autodessicator
near the back door of Lab 26. There is a 10 dram glass vial with a “salt shaker” top used for the application
of the Zn. Now, add HCl (37%) dropwise to each substrate, making sure to react all the Zn resting on
each substrate. This is a very fast process, and the substrates must be immediately rinsed with deionized
(DI) water to prevent undercutting of the the etch process, ie, the HCl can creep beneath the tape and etch
ITO that is desired to remain. After all substrates have been etched, remove the tape and rinse again with
DI water, removing any leftover Zn. Dry the substrates under a N2 stream and set aside for the cleaning
procedure. Dispose of all waste products accordingly and clean the work surface with paper towels and
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Figure A.4: Scribing the substrates.
all-purpose cleaner.
A movie of the etch process has been posted on the Foulger Group web forum on the Equipment page.
A.2.2 Substrate cleaning
Now that the ITO has been templated into the desired pattern for creation of an OLED pixel, it is necessary
to clean the substrates prior to material deposition. The etch process may have left residual tape glue on
the patterned ITO, so this will be removed first. In order to do this, a cotton tipped applicator soaked in
acetone will be used to swab away any tape residue and other visible contamination.
After the substrates have been swabbed, they will be rinsed in acetone under ultrasonic exposure. Using
a glass beaker of a size appropriate for the number of substrates, (ie., a 50mL beaker will accommodate 4
substrates) place the substrates in the bottom of the beaker, ITO side UP, being sure the substrates are not
overlapping. Fill the beaker with enough acetone to cover the substrates, usually to the lowest graduation
on the beaker. Place the beaker into the ultrasonic bath and expose the slides to the power for 10 minutes.
After the 10 minute cycle, dry each substrate under a N2 stream and immerse into a beaker filled similarly
with isopropyl alcohol (IPA) and repeat the ultrasonication procedure.
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Figure A.5: Substrates masked for etching.
It should be noted that diligence is important at this step! It has been found that overexposure to
ultrasonic power while immersed in IPA will etch the ITO, increasing the resistance of the material and
impairing your results. Immediately after the ultrasonic exposure is complete, the substrates will be dried
under a N2 stream and subsequently transferred to the plasma cleaner chamber, with the ITO side UP.
In order to operate the plasma cleaner, take the cover from the top of the unit, make sure the needle
valve is closed by turning the knob clockwise (righty tighty), but DO NOT OVERTIGHTEN THE VALVE.
Continued overpressuring of this valve will shorten its life. Hold the cover over the chamber opening and
turn on the pump with the PUMP toggle switch. The cover will now stay on the chamber opening without
holding it. Turn on the POWER by toggling the switch and increase the RF LEVEL to HI. Wait for the
plasma to glow, a few seconds.
Treat the substrates under the plasma for 5 minutes. This plasma is relatively inert, there will be minimal
surface chemistry effects and the plasma is weak, so etching of the ITO is not a concern. After the 5 minute
treatment, reset the RF LEVEL to OFF, turn off the POWER and turn off the PUMP. Make sure to hold
the cover and open the needle valve by turning the knob counterclockwise (lefty loosey). The cover will
eventually fall from the chamber opening.
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Figure A.6: Applying Zn powder to the masked substrates.
After plasma treatment, the substrates are rinsed under DI water to remove any residual organics and
to ensure the hydrophilicity of the ITO. If the water is repelled by the ITO, you need to retreat the surface,
if the water completely wets the surface, you can proceed. After the water rinse, dry the substrate under a
N2 stream. The substrates are now clean are ready for material deposition(s).
A.3 Material deposition
A.3.1 Solution processed polymer deposition
A widespread and reliable method for depositing solution-based polymeric materials is spin coating. Though
the procedure is wasteful from a material conservation aspect, its reproducibility in casting thin films of a
desired thickness is undisputable. A general spin coat procedure consits of dispensing, ramping up, spin
dwell and stopping.
Dispensing is carried out through the simple application of the materials from a transfer pipet. Be sure
to use a pipet suitable for the solvent in which your material is dissolved to prevent contamination of your
material. For example, a plastic pipet is fine if depositing poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrene-
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Figure A.7: Zn powder covered substrates.
sulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS). When dispensing your material, to create a planar, uniform film the substrate
must be nearly completely covered prior to spinning. Also, once the material is dispensed, the spin must be
started immediately to prevent defects caused by formation of a drying front around the solution droplet.
Also, it is necessary to ensure there are no air bubbles in the solution prior to spinning. Bubbles will create a
large and detrimental defect in the thin films. If there are bubbles visible, simply draw some of the material
back into the pipet.
Ramping refers to the rotational acceleration of the process. This, along with the volatility of the solvent,
is what determines the thickness of the film. For simplicity, all recipes used herein have been programmed
to use zero ramping, or a nearly instantaneous acceleration, as the solutions have been engineered likewise.
Spin dwell is the amount of time the substrate will spin during the process. An industry standard is 40
seconds, which is found to sufficiently dry your material for subsequent material depositions.
Selection of the speed, ramp and dwell parameters will depend on the concentration of your solution and
desired film thickness. Typically, when considering polymeric OLEDs (PLEDs), a film thickness of ca. 80 to
100 nm is desired. Previous art regarding conjugated polymers, small organic materials and polymer blends
have all demonstrated this, so all materials are engineered via concentration and solvent choice to produce
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Figure A.8: Using a cotton swab to remove visible contamination.
90 nm thin films at a spin ≥2000 RPM. Spin casting below 2000 RPM has been found to not fully dry the
film, especially with aqueous media, leaving film defects on the edges of the substrates. If a solution is so
concentrated a higher spin speed is required, this is fine, unless of course a spin ≥10, 000 RPM is required,
then it is necessary to dilute the solution.
Chemat spin coater
The spin coater located in the fume hood in Lab 26 is an analog unit with two separate spin controls, labelled
Speed I and Speed II. These two controls are not identical in function. Speed I (and paired with it Timer I)
is a lower revolutions per minute (RPM), shorter time algorithm, used in specialty spin coating applications
that will not be addressed in the scope of this manual. Speed II (and Timer II) is the control that will be
used on a regular basis. The speed range is 500 to 9000 RPM with a broad range for spin dwell settings.
(Note: the graduations on the timer dial are not correct, ie. setting the timer to “20” will not give a 20
second dwell time, it will in fact dwell the spin for ca. 40 seconds). To operate the spin coater, it is necessary
that it is connected to some kind of vacuum draw, be it house vacuum or a dedicated pump. Vacuum is
what holds the substrate on the chuck as it spins. The speed is adjusted with the Speed II control knob,
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Figure A.9: Substrates immersed in acetone for sonication.
turning the knob clockwise will increase the spin speed.
Specialty Coating Systems G3-P Spincoater
The spin coater located in the device glovebox is an automated digital unit, with an array of preprogrammed
recipes to accomocate a wide variety of spin coating applications. For simple applications, recipes numbered
20 through 30 are programmed according to the list in Table A.1.
Table A.1: Spin casting recipes programmed into the Secialty Coating Systems Spincoat G3-P.













Figure A.10: Substrates are sonicated in IPA after the acetone sonication.
The power switch is located on the rear left of the unit. The vacuum control is located to the left of the
glovebox on the wall, marked “Spin Coater Vacuum”, cf. Fig. A.16. Open the valve to operate the spin
coater, and be sure to close it when finished. Due to the inherent issues with the house vacuum, oil can
backstream into the glovebox should the house vacuum pump cease to function, this would be a nightmare
to clean, so keep the vacuum valve closed as much as possible.
A.3.2 Profilometry
Verification of film thickness is performed with a stylus profilometer. In order to verify the thickness of
your films, spin cast the polymer onto a plain glass slide with a specific spin recipe (ie. 2000 RPM for 40
seconds). Remove a small amount of the material from the center of the substrate such that the glass surface
is exposed. This will be the starting point for the stylus. Before measuring the sample, the profilometer must
be turned on 30 minutes prrior to use so the electronics can warm up and give accurate readings. Lower
the stage completely prior to moving or placing the substrate on it. Once lowered, place the substrate on
the profilometer stage near the center. Move the stage into a position such that the stylus will contact the
substrate using the X and Y control knobs on the left of the stage. Next, raise the stage with the Table
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Figure A.11: Plasma cleaner.
↑ control button. Observe the monitor to watch the stylus make contact with the substrate. Release the
Table ↑ button to allow the stylus to move up off of the substrate. You can now move the stage such that
the sample is in a position appropriate for measurement. When in position, press the Start button and the
profilometer will measure the sample.
For changing parameters for a specific application, refer to the Reference Guide located beside the unit.
Spin casting PEDOT:PSS
Often, a thin layer of poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) has been found
to aid in hole injection to optimize the efficiency of OLED devices. To spin cast a PEDOT:PSS film, set the
unit to spin at 3500 RPM for 40 seconds. This will give a 50 to 70 nm thin film of the polymer, which is an
accepted film for optimized device performance.
After casting the PEDOT:PSS films, it is necessary to thermally anneal the film for planarization and
dehydration. This is carried out simply on a hot plate; bake the substrates for ca. 30 minutes at 80 to 90
◦C. After this, the PEDOT:PSS film is resistant to many organic solvents, and subsequent films cast upon
it will not harm the film.
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Figure A.12: Visible plasma within the vacuum chamber.
A.3.3 Metallization
Depositing the cathode of the device is carried via thermal evaporation of the metals to be used as such. A
thin layer (30nm) of Ca followed by a thicker (100nm) layer of Al will serve as the cathode structure for these
devices. The evaporator used for this structure is housed in the MBraun glovebox in the chase behind Lab
26. Calcium oxidizes extraordinarily fast, therefore working in the glovebox environment, filled with argon
(Ar), prevents oxidation and allows the metal to maintain its conductivity. Aluminum serves as a protective
capping layer.
Opening the chamber
Make sure ALL valves are closed (roughing, main, regeneration). Valves with knob controls (8-balls) should
be turned completely clockwise. The lever control for the main valve should be in the closed position.
Next, make sure the high voltage (HV) on the high vacuum gauge is off (unit will display “off”).
Open the Chamber Vent toggle valve (located above the ammeter). This will fill the vacuum chamber
with Ar.
Standing in front of the evaporator, put your right hand into the glove box and wait for bell jar to
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Figure A.13: Analog spin coater.
separate from the base plate. Press and hold the green button inside the glovebox (it will illuminate green).
Raise the bell jar by turning the switch on the outside left of the glovebox COUNTERCLOCKWISE
(the little white marker will go “up”). Close the Chamber Vent valve in order to not waste Ar.
Sample & material loading
The shadow mask is stored inside the chamber when not in use, on top of the sample stage. Place your
samples in the mask patterns with the ITO strip perpendicular to the cut outs in the mask, material side
down. Remember, you are depositing the metal cathode onto the emissive material to complete the formation
of a circuit.
Mount the mask/samples on the rotating stage with 2 or more binder clips. If you are depositing a Ca/Al
cathode, add more Ca shot to the crucible as needed, the crucible does not need to be completely filled with
Ca. In order to load aluminum, use the allen key to loosen the thumbscrews on the filament holder. Remove
the spent filament/aluminum and discard-Al and W form a brittle alloy during the evaporation process that
cannot be melted with this system and may fracture upon reheating. Insert a new tungsten basket between
the copper pieces of the filament holders and tighten the thumbscrews. Place an aluminum pellet in the
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Figure A.14: Dispensing solution onto substrate for sipn coating.
basket. Before closing the bell jar, briefly turn on the rotational control to make sure it works and nothing
has been knocked out of alignment, make sure your samples are mounted properly, ie. none of them shifted
during mounting and finally, operate the shutter to ensure its proper function.
Closing the chamber
Press the green button in the glovebox and lower the bell jar by turning the switch on the outside of the
glovebox CLOCKWISE. DO NOT DRIVE THE BELL JAR INTO THE BASE PLATE. THIS
CAN SHATTER THE GLASS!!!!!!!
Pumping the system down
Open the Roughing valve by turning the right-most 8-ball counterclockwise. Observe thermocouple gauge,
rough the chamber to < 0µm Hg. Close the Roughing valve. Turn on the HV power on the high vacuum
gauge. Open the Main valve by raising the lever on the left, pump the chamber to <2x10−6 Torr.
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Figure A.15: Digital spin coater (inside glovebox).
Evaporation
Before starting the evaporation, prepare the thickness/rate monitor so the deposition can be contolled. First,
open “Blue” water line with the needle valve in the polymer tubing line, make sure “DV-502A (white)” line
is closed. This will supply chilled water to the crystal head, it is necessary to maintain the temperature of
the crystal below 50 ◦C.
Open the “CRYSTAL THICKNESS MONITOR CHILL WATER” valve on the wall, the water will begin
to flow. Observe water coming from the tube in the floor drain. If there is no water, close the valve
immediately and determine why there is no water flowing out of the tubing. Make sure the proper valves
are open, you may need to trace the water lines to find a leak. If the water is flowing as expected, turn on
the crystal thickness monitor control unit (black box), the switch is located on the rear of the unit. Select
proper film program, cf. Table A.2 (also listed on unit).
Turn on the Rotary Drive Control and select speed. The numbering scheme is arbitrary, however a setting
of “3” will rotate the stage ca. 50 RPM.
Use Filament Selector switch to select filament with your (first) material to deposit.
Make sure Filament Adjust is at zero before you supply current to the filament. Next, turn on Filament
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Figure A.16: Digital spin coater vacuum control valve (closed).








Power and wait one (1) minute, the trickle current will begin heating the filament and vanquish any organic
contaminants that may be on the filament. Using the Filament Adjust potentiometer, ramp current at
no more than 5 Amps/min to desired current for your material. A slow heating curve will allow for more
control in your deposition. Calcium will sublime at a supplied current of 30 A, Aluminum will evaporate at
a supplied current of 45 A.
Observe crystal thickness monitor for desired rate (Å/s), bearing in mind that rates greater than five (5)
Å/s can be detrimental to the organic film on which you are depositing metal, causing penetration, excess
diffusion and the creation of charge trap sites, possibly creating an inbalance in charge injection to your
device(s). Open the shutter and zero out the crystal thickness monitor when you have reached your desired
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Figure A.17: Digital spin coater vacuum control valve (open).
deposition rate and deposit desired film thickness (units are in kÅ, so 1.000kÅ = 100nm).
Close the shutter when you have reached your desired film thickness. Turn down Filament Adjust to
zero and turn off Filament Power. Repeat if necessary for second and/or third films, depending on your
application. If you are depositing subsequent films, it is a good idea to allow the system to pump for 15 to
20 minutes to ensure removal of all possible contaminants. When finished, turn off the Crystal Thickness
Monitor and Shut Crystal Thickness Monitor Chill Water Valve. Allow filaments and filament holders to
cool before opening the chamber (Al melts at ca. 660◦C), usually ca. 15 minutes. Record your run in the log
book: List film(s) and sample description, Date and initials, Record base pressure before each evaporation;
For each film deposited, list the following: which filament you used, rotary control speed (arbitrary number
written on unit), average deposition rate, final film thickness, maximum current and deposition time.
Removing samples
Refer to “Opening the chamber” section of this procedure. Remove your samples and refill deposition
materials for the next person.
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Figure A.18: Alpha Step 200 surface profilometer.
Storing the system
Lower bell jar by pressing the green button in the glovebox and turning the switch on the outside of the
glovebox CLOCKWISE. DO NOT DRIVE THE BELL JAR INTO THE BASE PLATE. THIS
CAN SHATTER THE GLASS!!!!!!!
Open Roughing valve. The key to vacuum systems is cleanliness, keeping the chamber under a rough
vacuum helps maintain a clean system.
A.4 Testing devices
Testing is conducted in the Mbraun UniLab glove box under an argon atmoshpere. This prevents oxidation
of the organic materials and preserves device lifetime. The devices are connected to a computer controlled
Keithley 228A Voltage/Current Source with the forward bias applied to the ITO anode. Current is recorded
on a Keithley 2001 Digital Multimeter connected in series in the circuit. Luminance data is recorded by a
computer controlled Konica-Minolta LS 110 luminance meter and if applicable, CIE data is recorded with
luminance using a computer controlled Konica-Minolta CS-100. Electroluminescent spectra are recorded
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Figure A.19: Annealing PEDOT:PSS films.
with a Horiba Jovin Yvon MicroHR monochromator with a Synapse CCD detector.
A.4.1 Device preparation
ITO exposure
After the devices have been removed from the evaporation chamber, the active area is clearly defined by
the intersection of the ITO and the metal strips, creating 2 pixels on each substrate. However, from the
spin casting procedure, the emissive layer(s) are completely covering the substrate, and must be partially
removed to expose the ITO for a clean connection to the test leads. This is carried out simply by wiping the
material from the ITO with a cotton-tipped applicator lightly dampened with DI water. Allow the substrate
to dry before connecting to the circuit.
Mounting and connection
For testing, devices are mounted in an optics clamp. Simply place the substrate in the clamp and tighten
the thumbscrew for a solid mount. After the device is mounted, connect the test leads to the electrodes,
the black wire connects to the ITO anode, the red wire connects to the metal cathode, the leads are marked
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Figure A.20: Valve controls on the DV-502 thermal evaporator.
accordingly. If desired, the test leads can be cleaned prior to connection to remove residual materials from
previous runs.
A.4.2 Device testing
The testing procedure is a voltage dependent algorithm. The bias is increased in 1 volt (V) increments with
current (I), luminance (L) and/or CIE data recorded after each increase. On some occasions, the algorithm
has beed modified for a less stressful activation of the light-emitting organic material. For instance, if the
current and lumincnace turn on voltage is found to be ca. 12V, it is beneficial to begin the test procedure
at 10V to reduce effects of Joule heating on the emissive material.
In order to begin the testing procedure for the first device, simply double-click on the icon called
ivl 061406. The program will immediately start running upon opening. To use the CS-100 chromame-
ter, the program called ivl CIE 06252007 will have to be run. During running of the program, all data
is recorded in the text (Notepad) file LEDdata, there is a shortcut to this file on the desktop of the test
computer. This is a generic dump file, all data will need to be resaved in a file for the user’s records and
export.
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Figure A.21: High vacuum gauge (left) located on cryogenic pump He compressor.
A.4.3 Data
All current and luminance data are recorded as a function of supplied voltage, and should be plotted as such.
Statistical data should be recorded at the discretion of the user.
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Figure A.22: Chamber vent toggle valve.
Figure A.23: Activation button for the pnuematic bell jar lift.
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Figure A.24: Raising the bell jar.
Figure A.25: Substrates loaded into the shadow mask.
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Figure A.26: Mask with substrates mounted on the rotating stage.
Figure A.27: Evaporation chamber.
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Figure A.28: Chilled water valve for the crystal thickness monitor. Separate “White” and “Blue” line valves
are below the shut-off valve.
Figure A.29: Rotary drive power and speed control.
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Figure A.30: Filament select control (Left position).
Figure A.31: Filament adjust control.
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Figure A.32: Crystal thickness monitor controller.
Figure A.33: Lowering the bell jar.
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Figure A.34: Current supply and multimeter apparatus.
Figure A.35: Konica-Minolta LS-110 luminance meter.
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The process of transferring a pattern from a mask to a substrate using light is known as photolithography.
This chapter will cover the basic principles of photolithography and out line the procedure considering the
materials and aparatus available in the COMSET laboratories.
B.1.1 Substrate cleaning
Though your particular substrate can and will vary by application, this procedure will consider silicon
based substrates (i.e., wafers, glass slides and indium tin oxide (ITO) coated glass). Prior to any material
deposition, the substrate(s) must be cleaned in order to remove organic buildup, human residue, dust or any
other contaminant that can adversely affect the device.
Removal of organic contaminants is carried out through a solvent rinse/ultrasonic exposure treatment.
Substrates are immersed in an acetone bath and subjected to agitation in an ultrasonic cleaner for ten
minutes. After ultrasonic exposure, the substrates are dried uner a nitrogen (N2) stream and then rinsed
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with deionized (DI) water. In order to fully dry the substrates, they are baked on a hotplate at ca. 200 ◦C
for five minutes.
B.1.2 Photoresist casting and development
The postivie photoresist is applied to the substrate through a spin coating procedure, which has been
perfected for extensive and widespread use in the semiconductor fabrication industry. Photoresist polymer
solutions are typically engineered and optimized for spin coating, and coverage is typically uniform barring
any contamination from external sources. The resist is cast at a spin speed of 4000 rpm with a nearly
instantaneous acceleration, ie., no ramping up of the spin speed. In order to sufficiently dry the film, the
substrate is spun at the desired speed for 40 seconds. To further remove solvent from the resist and prepare
it for exposure to ultraviolet (UV) light the substrates undergo what is known as a soft bake procedure. This
dries and anneals the film without fully crosslinking the polymer film so that the pattern can be properly
developed in following steps.
The soft bake consists of baking the substrate on a hotplate at a temperature of ca. 85 ◦C for 60 to
90 seconds. Any higher temperature or longer time will promote crosslinking in the film and prohibit
proper development, especially at nanometer scale feature sizes. After the soft bake, the substrate is masked
accordingly, in this case, photomasks are created by inkjet printing the desired pattern on a poly(ethylene
terephthalate) (PET) transparent film. Substrates are manually aligned over the pattern and exposed to UV
light through the pattern on the photomask. Since this is a positive resist, the polymer that is exposed to the
UV light will be removed during the subsequent development step. In a positive resist, UV light promotes
photolysis in the polymer film allowing what is exposed to be washed away in a developer solution, typically
a potassium hydroxide (KOH) or sodium hydroxide (NaOH). A good convention to remember this aspect of
photoresist is, “With a positive resist, what shows, goes.” So, to sufficiently break the links in the film, the
resist is exposed to UV light for 60 seconds. The substrates are then removed from the UV exposure unit
and submersed in developing fluid and manually agitated until the pattern (if large enough) is visible in the
film, typically about 20 seconds. Care must be taken to not over–develop the resist, as the developer fluid
can completely remove the resist from the substrate given enough time.
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After the pattern is developed, the substrates are immediately rinsed with DI water and dried under a N2
stream. The substrate then undergo the hard bake procedure in order to fully crosslink the film in preparation
for etching, deposition or any other subsequent procedures. The substrates are placed on a hotplate at a
temperature >105 ◦C for at least 10 minutes. Substrates are now ready for subsequent deposition processes






The BASIC language computer code presented in these appendices was written jointly by Christopher F.
Huebner and Stephen H. Foulger during the OLED laboratory inception period. The code is presented here
in order to preserve totality in presenting this work.
!LOAD BIN "GPIBNI" ! National Instruments GPIB boards
!------------Test & Measurement Program--------------
! Aquire data from Kiethley 228 & 2001
! Konica-Minolta LS 110
!----------------------------------------------------
PRINT USING Fmt4
PRINT "This program aquires current and voltage data"
PRINT "over a specified time using an Keithley 228A & 2001"
PRINT " "
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PRINT "Variables: Iseconds = time between successive data "
PRINT " Icountmax = maximum number of data points"
PRINT ""










!---open or assign output files
!CREATE "C:/users/mike/oled/LEDdata.txt",256

















!---initialize Kiethley 228a Control Unit
ASSIGN @Iv228a TO 711;FORMAT ON !GPIB=11
OUTPUT @Iv228a;"CLS" !Clear
OUTPUT @Iv228a;"REMOTE" !initialize
OUTPUT @Iv228a;"G0D2X" !set to volts & amps
OUTPUT @Iv228a;"F0X" !set to standby
!.................put 2001 DMM in current acquisition mode................






!.........prepare Kinoca-Minolta LS-110 for measurements................
!baud rate
CONTROL 9,3;4800
!7 data bits (2) even parity (24) 2 stop bits (4)
CONTROL 9,4;30
ASSIGN @Ls110 TO 9;FORMAT ON
!...................................................................
!---begin loop and aquire
OUTPUT @File USING Fmt4
OUTPUT @File USING """Starting Date : "",15A";DATE$(TIMEDATE)
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OUTPUT @File USING """Starting Time : "",15A";TIME$(TIMEDATE)







!....get 228 to incrment voltage output
OUTPUT @Iv228a;"R0F1X";"V";Voltage;"X"
!....check current from 2001.........
!....228 is slow, wait for voltage rise
!....begin luminance checking on LS110
ENTER @Ls110;Rawresult$










!....end luminance checking on LS110



















PRINT USING Fmt0;"Current Date :",DATE$(TIMEDATE)
PRINT USING Fmt0;"Current Time :",TIME$(TIMEDATE)
Relapse=(Rnow-Rstart)/60.0
Fmt0: IMAGE 20A,2X,20A
PRINT USING Fmt2;"Elapsed time (min):",Relapse
PRINT USING Fmt2;"Voltage (V): ",Voltage
Fmt2: IMAGE 20A,2X,MDDDD.DDD
PRINT USING Fmt3;"Current (A): ",Current
Fmt3: IMAGE 20A,2X,MD.DDDDE
PRINT USING Fmt3;"Luminance (Cd/m2): ",Rlum




!....voltage or current increments
Voltage=Voltage+Vinc
!comment in or out for applied volts at wait
!OUTPUT Id228a;"F0X" !set to standby
!WAIT Rsecs
UNTIL Icount=Icountmax




Code for OLED current-voltage-
luminance-chromaticity test
program
!LOAD BIN "GPIBNI" ! National Instruments GPIB boards
!----------------------------Test & Measurement Program--------------------------
! Aquire data from Keithley 228A, Keithley 2001 and Konica-Minolta CS-100A
!--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PRINT USING Fmt4
PRINT "This program aquires current, voltage, luminance and CIE coordinate data"












!--------------open or assign output files---------------------------------------
!...................CREATE "C:/users/mike/oled/LEDdata.txt"......................


















!--------------initialize Kiethley 228a I/V Source-------------------------------




OUTPUT @Iv228a;"G0D2X" !set to volts & amps
OUTPUT @Iv228a;"F0X" !set to standby
!--------------initialize 2001 DMM ----------------------------------------------






!--------------initialize Konica-Minolta CS-100A Chroma Meter--------------------
!...................baud rate....................................................
CONTROL 9,3;4800
!...................7 data bits (2) even parity (24) 2 stop bits (4).............
CONTROL 9,4;30
ASSIGN @Cs100a TO 9;FORMAT ON
!--------------begin loop and aquire data----------------------------------------
OUTPUT @File USING Fmt4
OUTPUT @File USING """Starting Date : "",15A";DATE$(TIMEDATE)
OUTPUT @File USING """Starting Time : "",15A";TIME$(TIMEDATE)








!...................tell 228 to increase voltage output..........................
OUTPUT @Iv228a;"R0F1X";"V";Voltage;"X"
!...................read current from 2001.......................................
!.......................note: 228 is slow, wait for voltage rise.................
!...................begin luminance/chromaticity checking on CS-100A
ENTER @Cs100a;Rawresult$









!.......................extract CIE x coordinate.................................
Icx=1




!.......................extract CIE y coordinate.................................
Icy=1








!...................end luminance/chromaticity checking on CS-100A...............










PRINT USING Fmt0;"Current Date :",DATE$(TIMEDATE)
PRINT USING Fmt0;"Current Time :",TIME$(TIMEDATE)
Relapse=(Rnow-Rstart)/60.0
Fmt0: IMAGE 20A,2X,20A
PRINT USING Fmt2;"Elapsed time (min):",Relapse
PRINT USING Fmt2;"Voltage (V): ",Voltage
Fmt2: IMAGE 20A,2X,MDDDD.DDD
PRINT USING Fmt3;"Current (A): ",Current
Fmt3: IMAGE 20A,2X,MD.DDDDE
PRINT USING Fmt3;"Luminance (cd/m2): ",Rlum
PRINT USING Fmt3;"CIE x-coordinate: ",Rciex
PRINT USING Fmt3;"CIE y-coordinate: ",Rciey
141
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